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Abstract 
Many computerized systems today, operate within orga11i:mio11al 
boundaries. /11 the Malaysian public sector. car~,. systems ll'ere de,·eloped 
to solve orga11i:atio11al business f u11ctio11s. /11 the course of de,·elopi11g 
application systems ro resolve specific needs, these orgrmi:ations hardfv 
look beyond the boundaries of their b11si11ess domain. This pheno111e11011 
led to the existence of islands of information systems within the 
govemme11r sector. 
/11 this sflldy, rhe researcher proposed to look into the iss11es of systems 
integration (SI) within 1'1e p11blic sector, in general. and s11bseq11e11t~\' 
proceed to an area where Sl is deemed to be appropriate. 
Project 111011itori11g for rile go,·em111e111. in Malaysia. is an importalll 
matter. Ir is \'ital to ens11re projects that are planned for the de,·elop11u!llf 
of rite co1111try. is implemc111ed according to sched11le. Proper ma11age111c111 
mu/ 111011i1ori11g of rhrse projects are essential to their success. 111 
compliance with procedures. Sf!\'eral go,·e1w11e11t depart111e11rs are 
im·ofred i11 the course of a project dew.!lopme11r. As s11ch. the lwmlli11?, of 
project i11for111atio11 across these dr1u11·tme11t!i, is cm area 11 hC'rc thC' 
researcher feels SI co11/d he effecril·cf\ ' deployed. 
To 1,,.01•idc the n.w£•archcr ll'ith a lmuul 1n•rs1u·<·til ·c <~{ SI i11 tlw 1111hlw 
sector. a s111·\•cy is co11<l11ctct! m11011p,s1 dcpart111c:111s dq >loyi11R 111for111 e11w 11 
tcclt110/ogy (IT) i11 their dai/\' opcmtio11s. Flus Slfl'\'t'\' looJ...,· mto 11w1/uul\ 
of t!ura-slwri11g <1111011gst gon·n1111c11t hodH·s "'"' mcm 1trc.\ the c'\fc•11t of SI 
adoption wm>11gst them. It also hw/..s ot ,,.,,ucs ,\11rrm111tl111g SI 11·1tl1111 the 
go1'l'n1111t·11t sector. 
Lit<.•m11trc stif f~\ ' is clone to la\' tlw grm111tl \\'Or/.. '" "l'l'" '"'g SI MJf1t f/011' IO 
these il!for111atio11 islands. It prol'iclcs the rcst•w-clter 11·1th ,\CJlll<' tll<'m ,.,,, ul 
f rmm•11·ork 111 ore/er ro pro~n'.'iS, 111d 1tcl111g }.!t'tt111g 1t1fort1/f1tum 1m ""' k' 
do11r 011 this subject a11d c11rn.•11t tn•11ds. 
Discussions 011 rhe case• sf11<fr <1/'t' i/111,,·trntccl tlll'<mg./1 " 1,,.otot\'f)(' <d " 
projt'ct 111011 itori11 ~ systl'm. clt'l'<.'lo1>t'cl clun11g the st1uf\i. f/11, model \\'.\IC'lll 
sc1TCS to dcmo11stratt' the rcscurc/1cr 's proposed tool for pro1c•ct 
111011 i1ori11g in an i111cgrnted e111'iro11111e11t. 111 order IO / ltrthcr s11pport the 
proposed sol11tio11. n11 assessment of thC' proror.nw \l'fts co11<l11cred a111011g 
users f amiliar with the s11bj ect of proj ect 111011itori11g in the go l'e1w11c11t. 
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1.1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Area of Concern 
In the last decade. a lot of focus has been put on making better use of data 
residing on computerized business systems. Data collected during business 
transactions may be useful for purposes beyond the respective business 
areas. Information obtained from such systems are used for making guided 
management decisions based on business patterns. These data arc also 
used in early warning systems to assist decision makers. Information has 
been seen as invaluable asset to organizations in pursuing the level of 
excellence in their services to their clie11ts. 
Faced with old legacy systems that were dc,·doped in disparate business 
areas. efforts ure mac.le to enable these c..lata sources w merge into more 
organi1c<l nct\\orl,. of interrelated data. easil) accessible rm each business 
needs. 1 he :ith ent nf information ted111nlngy (I I ) has pnn ided us" ith thl! 
ncc1.:ssary infrastructure to cnrn11.:1.:t dnta sources irrespective or th1.:ir 
lo cat ions. S) stems i1111.:grat ion (SI) ha" hcn>me a llel'e-.s1t) i 11 01tk1 to cope 
with demands nf the hordcrkss world. 
This stud) propns1.:s t\l go intll the suhjel.·t nf SI in the p1.:1specti\l! of the 
public sector llf t-. lala) sia. As it is th1.: nim of' thl! public secto1 to reach a 
degree of cxcdlcnce in its services to the corporate sectors and the public 
nt large. this topic is deemed rclc ant. It is only appropriate that a study be 
done on hO\\ to improve data management within this sector. 
Thi~ chapter gives an overview of the researchers work on the subject of 
SI in the Malaysian public sector. Before focussing into the findings of this 
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study, it goes into some definitions of SI. works done in the subject, trends 
and some general issues. It also describes the research methods used in the 
study. 
1.2 Information technology (IT) in the Malaysian public sector 
Early uses of computers in the public sector of Malaysia were in the areas 
of data processing. They were used to process data for the national census 
by the Department of Statistics. for processing payroll by the Accountant 
General's Office (AG} as well as to process answer papers at the 
Examination Syndicate. These systems were mostly used to automate tasks 
involving repetitive, high-volume processes, that were labour intensive. 
Growth towards management infom1ation systems (M IS) was seen in the 
80's. Data from these systems were used to help management make better 
decisions through scheduled reports. Reports were also produced on 
demand or triggered through exceptional C\'CllLS . J\ll l!\:llllple or a 
management infonnation system was the ET!/\ system or the 
Implementation Coordination lJ111 t ( IC\J) or the P111nc l11ustcr's 
Department. l'linrngh this system. tlal:I f'1om varn.>11s gc)\ c1 tlllH: nt agcm:ics 
arc captured to facilitate the ll\Ollitori11g nf the COlllltly°S th:v~: lopmenl 
projects. Information frn111 this system :11 c used hy sever.ti central agencies 
to ensure proper implcmcntaticm or prn1ccts. 
Decision support s stems (DSS) :u c.: 1101 H:1 y much in ll!-.c 1n go' c.: rnments. 
D which support decision maki11g. for making assisted dc.:risions or 
suggest altemntivcs arc mostl y used in the industries. One of the few 
go\'cmmcnt bodies that deploy such systems arc the Waterworks 
Department. The system is used to monitor water-levels at dams to control 
water-gates. 
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Through the years, most computerization projects were focused towards 
providing automation to the respective government bodies. ystems were 
planned to service users within the organizations and their respective 
clientcle. Any report that needed to be sent outside the departments was 
done through hardcopy documentation. Few agencies began sharing data 
through exchanges of tapes. Such practices were exercised between the 
Ministry of International Trade And Industries and the Central Bank (Bank 
Negara), and between the AG and the Employees' Provident Fund (EPF). 
With the introduction of personal computers (PC's) in government 
departments, data exchanges started to be done through diskettes. These 
exchanges were done periodically, or, as and when they were required. 
Data were transferred from branch offices to their headquarters through 
diskettes. Such practice was done between the ministries and the ICU. 
Diskettes were either hand-carried or mailed through the postal service. 
As networks were established between headquarters ;111d tlH.:1r branches, 
uutu started 10 be transferred electronically through tekcommunication 
lines. f\ tost transfers wcrc done 111 hatches. penmhcally. 11s1ng file transfi:r 
facilitics . Online acn~ss was sometimes prnvided from n:mntc h.:rminals 
connected through le:tscd lines or dia l-up facilities. Conm.·ctivity between 
different plat forms wen.: sometimes achie\ cd thH)ugh gateways, to provide 
for file c~ch:mgcs. C'o11ncctiv1ty "as also achie\ ed t l11 ou ~·h tc1 minal 
emulation from PC's to main Ii .um:s and thm11gh 11\llH~ Ulll\llHHl 11111:rfacc 
facilities. But, integrating :ipphcatwn 10 application an; hardly clone. Until 
today, the Ekct ion Co111111issio11 's 111ca11s of access to the National 
Populntion Datnbnsc at the National Rcgistrntion Department (NRD) is 
through remote tern1inals linked to the NRD's host system. Reference 
from the Immigration Department to NRD's records arc done through the 
same method. 
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With all the infrastructure avai lable today to suppon data-sharing, 
application systems are designed with little or no consideration for 
integration beyond the organizational boundary. Standards. al least for the 
public sector, arc yet to be established, to facilitate future integration. For 
example, even coding standards for states or districts in the country, are 
yet to be established, even though many agencies are using these codes in 
their internal systems. 
1.3 \Vhy integrate? 
One of the success factors for today's organizations have been identified 
as having the right infom1ation at the right time. Business decisions are 
made based on facts rather than theories. The availability of data is 
important to support decision making and to help business forecast ing. 
These data that normally reside on disparate systems that con-cspond to 
functional divisions in nn organi1atio11. should be made easi ly accessible. 
lnfonnation available in a timely manner can he very 'aluahlc to the 
organin.1tion. The degree of integration between related systems strongly 
innucnccs future business options. 
In pro iding services to the private sector or the public :11 l:irgc, 
government orgnni1:uions. m:cd tn have 1 cltahle 1nfi.l111wtHrn !'.O llrccs that 
arc available \\ hcnC\ er rc4uin:d. in 01 de1 to help the nation PIOl'· ' ess. 
lnfonnation on economy or tr.1dc :ire U!'.clul fo1 thl' p1 I\ .1te sector Ill 
coming up '' ith business st1.1tcg1cs that 1..-.111 help the 11at1on di.;velop. 
lnfom1ation on social development arc important for the government , to 
provide relevant services to the public. The security sector has to be wcll-
infom1ed to ensure stability or the nation. In all these aspects, systems 
need to be established where data can be made available to the right people 
in a timely manner. It is insufficient, to have data residing on separate 
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systems that are difficult to access. By the time these data arc compiled, 
their values are of little significance. 
Government bodies have to address their role in helping the nation 
progress in this competitive age. They have to play the role of the steerer 
rather than the rower towards development [I]. Jn order to do this, the 
public sector have to rethink on their strategies for developing their 
infomrntion resources in the most effi cient and effective manner. 
While strategics on standardization of IT tools are slowly being promoted, 
more efforts should be put into linking business systems among 
government departments. Studies should be conducted to cross- link 
business systems that arc related to each other. Systems that make 
frequent references between each other should be designed to have 
connectivity established. Application hridgcs should he developed to allow 
systems to talk to each other in an automated manner rather than waiting 
for human intervention. As an example. in checking the authe111tci1v of a 
citi?cn from the Immigration Department. the process should 
automatically refers to the National Population Database. Such linkages 
should speed up the process nf appnw111g passpo1 t .1ppltca11 nn al the 
Immigration Department. So docs tile checking or a lt l·e11sc plate hy the 
police. By having online cmmectil)n to the system at the Road I ransport 
Department {R rn). the police \\ ill he ahlc to 1dc11lll\' tlte l)\\ nL' I of a 
vehicle, fast. 
1 should nlso be looked at, in tct ms or the h1.:ncfit s to the government 
itself. Besides general improvements in its s1.:rvicc to the publ ic, SI should 
be used as a tool to improve resource utili1ation amongst government 
establishments. By having infom1ation systems that have linkages among 
each other, data gathering would not be such a big task. ·1 he time needed 
to obtain inforn1ation that nomrnlly res ide on different platforn1s. wi ll be 
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very much reduced, once the infrastructure to bridge data resources are 
established. Systems that are built to serve different business functions 
keep data relevant to their respective needs. The same data when needed 
elsewhere are replicated, thus causing redundancy in storage resources as 
well the manpower supports. Inconsistencies between these data sources 
also occurs as they may be updated at di ITerent times through di ffcrent 
processes. The issue of accuracy of infomrntion gathered from different 
sources at any point of time will arise. All these factors give rise to the 
question of why SI should be a worthwhile subject to be looked into, when 
the public sector strives to improve itself. 
Some of the objectives of SI in the public sector arc : 
i) To facilitate data sharing among organintions dealing with inter-
related data; 
ii) To avoid data duplication among organi1ations that require si milar 
data: 
iii) To avoid data rcdund:mcie~ due to replicating data nn different 
si tes: 
iv) To optimi1e the utili1ation nr hardware n.:smm:cs such as storage 
space and processing units: 
v) T<.1 optimi1c manpower resomccs n:q11iicd f'n1 the m:11111c11ancc of 
data repositories: 
'i) To ensure data consish:nctcs: 
vii) To pro\ ide faster access to infrmrn1tion. 
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1.4 Definitions of systems integration 
The tenn 'systems integration' may be interpreted differently by different 
groups of people. Some of the definit ions obtained from different sources 
are described in this section. 
According to P. G. W. Keen [2], SI refers to providing a technical solution 
to a business needs that involve fitting together the relevant technical 
components (including existing incompatible hardware, son.ware and data 
bases as well as new systems). 
In the article "Systems Integration" [3], James Y. Bryce chose SI to mean 
assembling a diverse collection of computer sofhvarc and hardware to 
accomplish the goals of the client. 
D. Richard Kuhn in his paper [4] defined systems integration as a practice 
of joining the functions of a set of subsystems. son" :11 c rn hanh' arc, to 
result in a single, unified syst1.:111 that supports some need of an 
organili1t ion. 
In su111111ary these definitions. take SI to mean pulling together systems 
that support divcrscd hut intcnclatcd business fum·t1 ons, us111g relevant 
hardware :ind soH\\ :l!'e, so that they c:111 he treall.:d as one, i11 espec t1 vc nf 
where they arc located. The unison lll' sud1 svstc111., 1h.·pKt:-. :1 sca111lcss 
cm irnnmcnl. 
The ad' ent of IT today, was pro111ptcd hy h11s111css needs. ow that 
technology is a\ ailablc to support changes on business demands, the focus 
on SI has shifled from technology issues to business issues. The questions 
today arc mostly on how the concept of integration can be successfully 
carried out in order to meet its intended objec tives. 
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1.5 The problem statement 
Systems Integration (ST) in the public sector context is not a new 
phenomenon in Malaysia. The GoYcmment's move towards achieving 
Electronic Government status is a clear target for SI. Providing hard 
infrastructure to link existing systems in a network, and making it 
accessible to all, is hardly sufficient. SI has to be thought of not just in 
tem1s of making separate components of a technology base work together, 
but, also in tcm1s of joining business services into a ham1onized 
environment. 
In this study, the researcher proposed to look at SI from the 
implementation perspective. Some of the research questions to be 
addressed in this study arc : 
1. Is there a need for SI in the Malaysian puh/1c .H'<·tor"' 
11. 11'/iat is rile l.'.\lc11t of SI 111111lcmc11tatum """'''J.! 1111hlu· 
agencies? 
i11. 11'/iat arc tht' prohlcms /CIC't'd 111 C1dopt111g SI? 
ii •. I low should SI is.rncs he C1dtln's.\·ct!? 
I'. Ca11 SI he o tool in the• 111a11<1~1·1111•111 of tlt•1·1·lo11J11t'11t 1u·o1c·c·ts (or 
rhc.• gm·<'n1111cnt ~ 
Despite the ~m arencss on the benefits of 111tcgra tcd !>)'stems, the 
implementation of 1 has taken a slow start. Government policies and 
recommendations on IT practices has set the path towards integration. 
Recommendations on the adoption of open system standards and client-
servcr strategy arc examples of the government initiatives towards 
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promoting integration. Questions lead to why SI has not taken off well in 
solving business issues. 
Some of the reasons for the slow progress on SI adopt ions, observed 
during the research period are : 
• Organi7ations are too busy to consider anything beyond their 
functional areas; 
• Weakness in the organization of SI project management; 
• Difficulty in getting commitment among participating agencies; 
• Lack of empowem1ent for project committee to make changes 
in business processes; 
• Existing laws and regulations binding bus iness rules; 
• Failure to address pertinent business needs. thus. not able to 
convince users on the benefits of such solutions. 
In the context of this study, the researcher intends to focu" on the last 
issue. due to time constraints. l lowevc;r. the 1cscarch qucsltons stated 
earlier arc discussed at h.:ngth in suhscqucnt chaplets. 
1.6 Resear ch mcthodolo~y 
To address the research questions statL'd ahm c. the ll:sca1 che1 chose to 
deploy se\'eral research mcthmls. J\ s 111 ' cy 1s cond uc ted to address 
questions (i). (ii) and pat1 Of (i ll ). ,\ qucstiOlllllllH.: IS used during the 
sun ey to obtain some mcnsures on the m.:ed for SI in the publ ic sector and 
to " hat C:\.tcnt I has been adopted. The quanti tative measures arc used to 
support the researcher's hypothesis that there is a need for Sl to be 
executed, in order to facil itate data sharing as well as to increase efficiency 
in how data are managed between government organin tions. The survey 
is also intended at fi nding out from the people concerned, of their 
I) 
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perception on the reasons for the slow adoption of SI in their respective 
organizations. Chapter 3, describes the findings of this survey. The 
subjects of the survey are government dcpanmcms that arc curTcntly using 
computers in their daily operations. 
Part of Question (iii) and Question (iv) are discussed, based on the 
researcher's observation during the conduct of the survey as well as 
through interviews with relevant people involved in computerization 
projects. Besides that, some findings are from written documents, obtained 
from these departments. As stated in Section 1.4, there arc several reasons 
for the slow adoption of SI in the public sector. One of the reasons of 
which is the failure to address pertinent business needs of the participating 
agencies. This reason is the focus of the next research method chosen for 
this study. 
cvcral case studies were taken on government agencies. "here SI may he 
or is being practiced. One case is chosen as a sample.: fo1 C\c1cising SI, 
which is the Project Monitoring 'ystem that is being implemented by 
several agencies, including the Implementation Co-nnlinat1011 lJnit (ICU) 
or the Prime I\ linister's Department. In order to ii hist rate the rcscarcl11.:r's 
arg1m1ents on the use of SI as a wot in pwjeet mnni1ori11g. a model 
integrated system is developed. This llllllld ilh1sl1 ales Ili c \\ nr krng of 
multi -lc\'cl users' work scope in :111 intcgrnted cm·11 n111ncn1. 
The use of multimedia in the llHHkl adds ' :due tn the data gt·11e1 .11ed by the 
respecti' e agencies. It also demonstrates the concept or tool mtcgration as 
described in the Ch3ptcr 2. 
Chapters 4 and 5, describe the case study and the proposed SI model, 
respect ively. Measures on the usabi lity of the tool arc obtained through 
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some evaluation tests conducted among officers with experience in the 
area of project monitoring. 
Stated in the paper Qualiraril'e Research in biformario11 S)·srem [ 48], case 
study research is the most common qualitative method used in Information 
System [Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991 ; Alavi and Carlson, 1992]. 
1.7 Deliverables 
Deliverables from this study shall be in the forms of: 
a) a written thesis on the subject 
b) a survey report (included as in Chapter 3) 
c) a prototype data-capture system for project monitoring in an integrated 
environment. 
11 
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Chapter 2 
A Review Of Systems Integration 
2.1 Introduction 
In pursuing the study of sysrems i111egrmio11. the researcher chose to 
organize the research work into a number of subject areas. cveral 
methods were engaged in reviewing the subject. One of the methods of 
obtaining knowledge in the subject. was through literature research. Other 
modes of study were through observations of current works and trends in 
the IT scene. and the researcher's O\\ll experience in the field . These 
methods provide a theoretical framework of the study in SI. 
This ch:iph:r describes some of the findings of the research \\ork. Snmc of 
broad topics covered during the n:senrch arc : 
a) Research Designs and kthudnlnrics 
b) Governments' use or I r in t-. lalays i11 & \\Urld\\ idc 
c) Information Systems Fvolution 
d) S~ stems Integration statc-nl'-1hc-i11 t 
c) • I related topics :-;uch ,,._ d.lta , )1111 i nr. cntl'I p1 i' c ,~stems. 
intcrnpcr:1hilit). data scn 11 ii). dic11t-s1:1' <:r tcchnnlog). open 
systems. net\\orking. sta11d:1rdin 11ion etc 
f) Busim!ss Process Re-engineering, Business Process Improvement 
etc 
g) Technology trends in systems development like Object-Oriented 
Analysis & Design, Object-Oriented Programming etc 
l'l 
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h) The Internet/Intranet Technology 
i) Application Development tools & DBMS 
j) Documentation on Case Study. 
k) Statistical methods. 
2.2 Information systems evolution 
Infom1ation systems have evolved from mere automation of routine tasks 
to being a strategic tool in businesses today. Information has been 
identified as a valuable asset in acquiring the leading edge in this 
competitive world. The use of in formation systems has improved 
significantly with the advancements of info rn1ation technology. Most 
infom1ation systems today rarely contain static infom1ation that gets 
updated occasionally. Instead, they mainly cater for dynamic data gathered 
through business transactions, whose data arc used for management 
planning and interventions. The tcnn 111/ormatc: rather than <llttomatc l 2 J 
have become the new watchwords of the 1 r profession. Recent years sec 
the move of I I' from being a hackroom acti vi ty supporting mainly 
administrative functions, to becoming a tool in the front line or the 
business l 6 J. 
Islands of I h~l\ e been developed tlu nugh the vc:11 s tn .1dd1 C"l'I sc.:paratc 
business needs or organi1:11 ions. (lnve1 nmcnt dep:11 tnu:n ts were 
developing s stems to serve their intc1 nal needs. Many of these systems 
arc still operating within their separate environments. Cross-boundary data 
sharing arc in some cases necessary to complement data values. Many of 
current researches in IT address the issue of integrating these systems. 
Subjects like data-sharing, open-systems, interoperability, data-portability, 
networking, business process reengineering, informntion cngineering, 
object-oriented technology a11n at achieving efficiency 111 data 
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In both areas of work, the evolution in technology is focussed on making 
the best use of IT to achieve integration at the business functionality level. 
Efforts into such areas reflect the demand for SI. 
In the area of application soflware integration, the purpose is to put 
together individual application sofiwares, each of which is performing 
only a small function, to satisfy the requirements of problems which arc 
multidisciplinary, very large scale, and geographically distributed. 
Zemel and Rossak [7) introduce the tem1 mega-system to identify a new 
type of system that has more than one purpose, is developed by more than 
one group, and not always having a specific group of users as opposed to 
the traditional systems that were developed for one purpose, by one group, 
and for a very specific user group. Many systems arc synthesized from 
existing systems, fonning large distributed systems with a heterogeneous 
environment. The synthesis of these systems is accomplished by using 
reuse technologies and integration strategics. 
2A Systems intcgrncion objectives 
I serves users nnd developers or i11 fo 1111 11tio11 systems in many ways. It 
benefi ts pnrtics providing services through IT as well as use1 s receiving 
the services. The development or SI is SJlUI ll:d 0 11 lh1 nugh the 1ecngni1 ion 
of these benefits. 
In order to nchicvc the benefit s of I, its implementat ion should be geared 
to meet two types of objectives, namely the business as well as the 
technical objectives. 
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Business objectives : 
a. New and/or enhanced customer services involving faster service and/or 
more accurate responses lo customer inquiries; 
b. New and/or customized products with more rapid product introduction 
to the market, and tailored or customized products to rill market 
niches; 
c. Productivity improvement through more effect ive workOow support; 
reduced cost of labor, materials, and facilities through improved capital 
budgeting and cost management; and real-time assignment and 
allocation of labor and equipment to the work flow. 
Tech11ical Objectives : 
Resource sharing. reduce redundancies. reduce duplication. streamline 
processes, rl.!ducc cost of system management. 
2.5 Aspec ts of Systems lnkgrntion 
cvcral definitions of SI wen: 111entioncd in the p1 cv1<n1s chapter. ·1 hcse 
definitions may be interpreted in diffe1cnl ways by d11'1i.:n:nt groups of 
people invohed in infonnation tcd111nlogy. \Vm~s an: done at different 
le' els in order to faci litate the uti lin1tion of SI in rnfo1 mat1on systems 
today. 
lilsson, ordhagen & Oftedal [10] gave a breakdown of aspects of SI to 4 
main levels : 
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• !ntegratio11 tec'111ology - addresses the mechanisms which allow 
transfer of data between systems and for initiating actions in other 
systems. Some of the strategics taken to allow integration are 
through the use of common databases and through process to 
process communication. A high level integration technology 
facili tates the implementation of IS. 
• lntegratio11 architecture - focuses on systems design to achieve 
easy and safe sharing of data and functionality between systems. 
Examples of strategies taken are through common or distributed 
data storage and controlled redundancy. 
• Sema11ric i11tegrario11 - addresses the semantic content of data in 
different systems. lf systems arc to share data and functionality, 
they must have a consistent set of concepts. It is important to have 
an agreement and understanding of the schema to he used. The 
least they should have is a common concept for rommnn pa11s of 
the integrated system. 
• User i11t<W't1lio11 - looks al SI from the user pninl nf view. It 
encompasses all the requirements of users at various levels. Us1,;r 
integration may he addn:sscd through application ni ientcd systems 
or task oriented systems. 
figure 2.1 illustrntcs the connections het\\et:n these d1ffe1e11t aspects nfSI. 
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Figure 2. 1: Cv1111ect io11s he111·ee11 mp<!C:I\ of SI 
2.6 Key clements in sys tems integration 
The lirst st<.:p in an automation and information systems integration 
program is the identification of dear and 11H:asurablc business gonls and 
objectives thnt un: to be supported and/or enabled. Whc1c the intent is to 
dcvdop automated business processes. the e11tin: hu 'ii 11ess p1m:css should 
be re-exnmined nnd redesigned \\ ith both hu'iilH:'i'i nhil'ctl\ cs and thl! 
cnpnhilitics of the automation tcchnolng~ in the fo1cfnu1l. 
The technical content or an information systems program ill\ nln:s the mix 
of equipment. computer hard' arc, application soft,,are. databases, and 
telecommunications equipment that must be engineered and integrated to 
meet performance specifications. This technical system must be integrated 
into the business to meet top-level business objecti ves. Unfortunately, this 
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is often neglected and has been the prime source of the strategic fai lure of 
information systems. They may work well in the technical sense, but may 
not be used effectively or at all in the business. 
Information Systems Architecture (ISA) is recognized as a key 
management tool for SI, as described in Hoffman's "Management of 
Enterprise-Wide Systems Integration Programs" [8]. ISA describes all 
clements of the IS infrastmcture that are required to serve business users or 
to pcrforn1 a mission. Major components of the ISA include : 
• The Business Process Architecture - outlines product workOow and 
in forn1ation transactions among internal and external units of the 
enterprise ; 
• The Application Architecture - describes the fom1 and structure of 
all soOware applications organi7ed into managed clusters to support 
business operat ions; 
• The Data /\rchitcctun; - indicates the data storage locat1ons a11d 
methods to support both applications and end-users for decision support ; 
• The l11frastructurc /\rch itccturc - describes the style and clesig11 of 
computing plat forms a11d networks used to access applications and data 
(i11cluding computer and network operating systcms. protocol stacks, 
resource and user accounting systems. and pc1 fonnance 
monitoring reporting systems essential for the npL'1.1tinn ol the 1111'umiation 
ut ility). 
e\cral management objectives were idcntilied. in the design and 
implementation of a complex enterprise-wide SI programs: 
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• Build consensus around the architecture among operations 
managers, information system users, and infom1ation technology 
service staff; 
• Develop the prograni organization around 
infom1ation service philosophy; 
a user owned 
• Manage implementation of the architecture, justify and control 
exceptions; 
• Evaluate and select technologies against business benefits, cost, 
and ri sk criteria; 
• Plan, monitor, measure, and control progress toward the business 
objectives of user and customer services in a climate of risk and 
uncertainty; 
• l\ ligratc a business system or operation from the current baseline 
condi tion through th1.: implcmcntal io11 lo th1.: opcra tion of the new 
system: 
• f\ tanagc human rcsourccs lo pn.:pan.: for opc1 at ion. and allocate 
those resources across projec ts so ;1'\ to .1d11c\'c 111a\im11rn 
efficiency of the progr:11111 csn111 ces. Pn:p:11 c ft11 rnlt111c dwnge; 
• Update the architecture to meet new hus111ess ohJCCtl\·cs and to 
e:-.ploit new technology. 
Another vi tal point raised in the management of such integration program 
is that SI management should be separate from the MIS organization 
having day-to-day infom1ation support responsibilities, as failure to 
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separate system implementation functions from MIS operations 1isks 
serious misallocation of resources to the detriment of both. 
2. 7 System integration methodology 
Research on the methodologies for SI reveals that not many arc in place 
for adoption. One methodology found is the GenSIF model promoted by 
Wilhelm Rossak and Vassilka Kirova, Systems Engineering Laboratory, 
Department of Computer and 1nformation Science, New Jersey Institute of 
Technology, Newark, USA. GenSIF model divides the development of 
systems into projects based on two levels of management, namely the 
meta-level management and the project level management. 
• The mcta-le\·el is responsible for coordination, control, and definitions 
of goals and di rections of such efforts. 
• T he project lc.•\·c/ management is rcsponsihk for managing the actua l 
development or so nwarc. 
2.8 Reasons for fnilnrcs of sysh.•ms int ci.: rntion : 
Understanding the reasons for 1:1ilu1 cs or SI would help \ll\C "' nid the 
pitfa lls in the cm1rsc of :1chkving i11 lcg1.111n11 Piohk111s \\OUld be 
appropriately addressed when t hc1 c is u1Hk1 stand mg .md commitment 
from all parties. omc of the reason · for fa ilures ident ified 14 I arc: 
• Business requirements were not well defined in the early stages, or 
were forgotten in the latter stages of development and 
implementation~ 
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• Technologies were not properly selected or specified; 
• The many projects, tasks. and activities that affect the in formation 
infrastructure of an enterprise were uncoordinated and led to 
'islands of automation'; 
• Components and subsystems were not properly integrated and did 
not work together as a system to meet technical performance 
objectives; 
• Business operations managers and users were not able to apply the 
system effectively in their envi ronment. 
In meeting the business objectives of a systems integration program, 
considerations must be given to the fo llowings [4]: 
• The mix of manual and automated business pro1.:cso.;cs 
• Islands of automation 
• tvtillions of lines of undOC Ull\Cllkd snfiware rndl: 
• /\ heterogeneous mi:-. or equip111cnt 
• Multiple standards and proprietary systems 
• /\n existing business culture with a lot of baggage 
• A mix of skills based on histori ra l rcqui1cn1 c11ts 
• A number of ongoing projects 
omc major ris~ categories that arc faced 111 managing IS programs as 
stated by l loffman [8] arc : 
• Ma11age111e11t risks 
o Lack of commitment by the executive management and 
program management , 
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a Objectives may not be sufficiently bold in addressing business 
issues or may not be attainable, realistic. and therefore credible, 
a Micromanagement may interfere with program management 
authority, and may limit responsibility and accountabi lity. 
• Program and project risks 
a Moving requirements can sometimes be arbitrary and go 
beyond real business needs, 
o Schedule slippages may be compounded by the cascading 
effect of interrelationships and interdependencies between 
projects, 
o Contractor perfom1ance that may be compounded at the 
program level. 
o Acquisition pol icies and procedures that hmit program 
nexibility and responsiveness. 
• Tcch11ical risks 
u Compo11c11t obsolescc11ce or degradation 111ay constrain system 
pcrfon11ancc. 
u System performance 1s affected hy 1mlividual component 
pcrfonn:111cc. 
a Integration mav he complicated hy l'OlllJHmc11t pr oduct 
limitations. 
u ollware interoperability. 
• Resource risks (fi11a11cial a11cl people) 
o Budget instability may reduce momentum of project, 
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o Life-cycle management , related to budget or staffing 
constraints, may limit attention to long-tenn viability or 
maintainability of project, 
o Capital investment constraints may impact li fecycle 
management, 
o Turnover can be detrimental to program objectives. 
• l !11ma11 a11d orga11i:atio11al risks 
o Culture change is a major challenge 111 exploiting an 
inforniation system to achieve new targets, 
o Workforce impact which must be addressed pnor to and 
throughout the program, 
u Organintional constraints caused by protectionist and 
preservat ion instincts. 
• /J11si11C'ss 01nn1tio11 n sks 
t:J Payoff, which is the ultimate measure or success of the 
program may he met. dut.: to imp1oper ddinitio11 or initial 
business objectives and/or th1; lack of ckar i11Hl unambiguous 
mc:isun!s to prove sucn:ss. 
t:J Staying ahead or competition rcqull'CS slrnteg1c business 
objectives that guide the program. 
The use of program metrics " ould he uscf"ul to provide some quanti tative 
measures during the management of SI prngrams. ·1 he met rics should 
CO\ er project activities, budget and schedule, technical and customer 
satisfaction. The purpose of the disciplined use of program metrics is to : 
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• Monitor progress against program objectives and measure the 
effectiveness of program management, 
• Provide clear and measurable project objectives, 
• Provide decision support indicators, and 
• Develop an early warning for risk management. 
The management model and lnfom1ation System Architecture templates 
described above can be applied to the definition and design of a newly 
defined program, or as an audit approach for an existing system. 
2.9 SI in go\'ernmcnts worldwide 
A study was done to detcnninc the extent of 1 utilinHion by govemmcnts 
worldwide. 
A study by a team within the G7 Government Online ((i7ti0L) group, 
ftH1tHl that infomiation sharing and re use among government 
organi11ations had already been initiated hy some nations I 12 j. 
The general idea of infonn:ition sharing a11d re use is to store i11 formation 
once rather than many t imcs across govc1 nmc11t dcpm t1 111.:11ts. /\ customer 
{a citi1en or a business) should not he ask1.:d hy diffc1cnt dcpmtmcnts for 
the same infonnation. rllrough info1 mation shm ing. data 1s oht:uncd once 
and used many times. 
Re-use and sharing of infomrntion is an essential underpinning clement to 
allow the 'one stop shop' concept to be implemented across all government 
services. Also, it constitutes one component that enables re-engineering of 
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the government. This can be achieved only when there is an interoperable 
infrastructure across the whole of government, such that infom1ation can 
easi ly be accessed or exchanged by all departments. 
A look at the steps taken by some countries wi ll further illustrate the status 
of SI adoptions by governments worldwide. 
2.9. l The United States has been making consistent effo11s to make 
government more efficient and client-oriented, by utilising 
infom1ation technology. 
One of the efforts that is closely related to the theme of infom1ation 
sharing and re-use is the development of integrated electronic 
access to government infom1ation and services [68). 
The government's primary mission is to provide quality services to 
the public in n timely manner. I lowcvcr. access to government 
scrvic1,;s is cumbersome, uncoordinated, and not c11stom1,;r-fricndl y. 
I f more than one agency is involved. a custo111er 111ust go through 
two or more rounds of inquiries. with frequ ent routings from one 
government e111ployce to anotlH.:r. Seve ral government initiatives 
involving various infor111:1tion access 111ethods arc improving 
service to cit i1cns by 111aking infor111ation more readil y available. 
Kiosk Access is one of these initiatives. h:dcrnl and state 
go' cmmcms arc developing app1nnchcs to pnw1d111g mformation 
and scr\'iccs through interactive. custo111er-acti' ated terminals 
cal\cd kiosks, ' hich arc modeled aner automated teller machines 
(AT~ts). 
The Social Security Administration (SSA) is developing a new 
customer service initiative using kiosk technology to provide a 
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wide range of services. This pilot program. begun in late 1993, 
provides infonnation (retirement and disability benefits 
infonnation, Supplemental Security Income eligibility 
requirements, etc.) and direct services (processing of entitlements, 
status of pending claims, etc.). 
In conjunction with this initiative, SSA, the U.S. Postal Service 
(USPS), and the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) are 
developing a combined government services kiosk. This kiosk will 
be a single access point to services provided by the three agencies. 
Since these three agencies represent a significant share of the 
federal government's contact with the public, this partnership will 
have a dramatic effect on decreasing costs by reducing duplicate 
efforts and improving service by providing public access from 
more locations. 
2.9.2 In the United Kingdom. a government strategy paper." Cim·c1w11c11t 
Direct : A Prosp c:ct11s for the /:.'lcctro11ic /)(.'/i1•c:1:1· o( Gm·em111e11t 
Scn·ires " ll 81, sci out, among others, the :-; trntegy 011 streamlining 
nnd integration of processes across the boundaries between 
govcrrnncnt departments and agencies. 
2.0.3 The Austr:ilian Government focuses attention oi1 :1 v1s1011 for 
government providing di reel set vices 10 clients that .11c 11 am.parent 
and seamless. Implementation nr this agenda 11n nh cs the use of 
interconnected tools and shared solutions and mfunnatt011 through 
the dc\'clopment of a standards-bused cleclromc in formation 
infrastmcture. This consists or common in fomrntion, applications, 
technology platfonns and networks. In lhc longer term the review 
considers that such a vision is appropriate for the future of the 
Australian Public Service [32J. 
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2.9.4 In Canada, a report titled "B/11epri111 for Re11e11'i11g Go1·em111ellf 
Services Using !11Jor111ario11 Tec'111ology" was published by 
Treasury Board of Canada in 1994. The Blueprint provides the 
direction of future government services, and several action 
programs based on the Blueprint have been accomplished [68). 
The Blueprint takes a fresh, enterprise-wide look at government 
services using a client focus. It recommends creating, managing, 
and prudently sharing information electronically among 
departments and their different services in a way that protects the 
security and privacy of the information. It envisages the use of a 
government-wide electronic infonnation infrastructure to simplify 
service delivery, reduce duplication, and improve the level and 
speed of service to clients at a lower cost to the taxpayers. 
The Blueprint describes an integrated approach to improving the 
delivery of government services while significantly reducing 
associated costs. Tht: intcgratt:d approach means that the activities 
in five different but interrelated ari.:as • govcrn1m:nt businesses, 
associated work processes. inforn111tio11, system applications and 
technology • ll\\ISt be intcgrntcd in s11ppnt t of the l'CIH.:wal of 
government services. 
The vision. the architectural }H inciples. and the sci vice delivery 
scenarios in the Blueprint arc li.rnmlcd 011 the 11npmtancc of having 
a client focus, sharing resources, developing standards, facilitat ing 
access to crit ical inforn1ation and, above all, rccogn11ing people as 
key to business renewal. 
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A report by another team in the G7GOL group described various 
government strategies in promoting Infonnation Societies. 
A study on government use of the Internet by G7 Government Online 
(G7GOL) team and ICA [14] shows rapid growth in the use of the Internet 
by governments, businesses and individuals in recent years. Sixteen 
member countries were surveyed. All that participated utilizes Internet 
almost exclusively for publishing of infonnation, and only in a broadcast 
rather than in a tailored way. In some countries the web is used to support 
public consultation. The study projects that the future for government 
Internet service lies in the development of truly transactional service. A 
high degree of cooperation and cross-agency working, with appropriate 
safeguards for the protection of personal data, will be necessary to tailor 
government 's services more precise! y to the customer's need. 
Electronic fonns arc starting to be used in Gcnnany, UK and the Portugal, 
for the public to transact. In the USA. approxim<1tcly 40° o of government 
fonns arc avai lable electronically. Government onl!-stop shops and 
infonnation sharing offer a gateway to transactions that n:quire the 
participation of more than one governnH.:11tal orga11i1ation. 
In Gm•en umcc: The Ne11• IS tlg1'1/(la, I 15 I. Strnss111a11 discussed the 
democrntiz:-i tion of infonnation. as IT becomes more ubiquitous and 
distributed systems gain wider acceptance. Tl11s concept requires 
infonnation management to he looked upon in the cunte\t nl allm:ation of 
control O\ er the creation. distribution aml use of i11format1011. 
2.1 0 Info rmation technology in l\ lalaysia 
The central government is making every effort in promoting the use of IT 
in all sectors. The setting up of Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) proves 
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the government's seriousness in utilizing its full potential in pushing the 
country ahead in its vision towards becoming a developed nation by the 
year 2020. Realizing IT as an enabling tool in order to achieve this vision, 
a concerted effort is made to promote its usage at all levels. This includes 
exploiting IT within the public sector, thus leading to the move towards 
Electronic Governance. 
For the Seventh Malaysian Plan , some Flagship Applications have been 
identified to spur the country into the infonnation era [66). One of the test-
bed applications under Electronic Govemmcnt is the Project Monitoring 
System. 
Policies and standards arc developed to serve as a guideline for 
government agencies in the utilization of IT. The Electronic Government 
lnfonnation Technology (EGIT) Policy And Standards Document is 
enforced, in adhering to the government vision to promote IT usage in its 
services to the public. 
2.11 SI in project monitoring 
No materials wen! found in the <lpplication or SI com:t.:pls in the subject of 
project nHmitoring, d scwhcrl.' in tht: world. A study into lht.: l':ISl' ol' project 
monitoring s. stems in I\ lalays in. shows that the usc or comp11tcri1cd 
systems started as earl. as in the late 70 • s. <Inver nmcnt agc11c 1 cs have t hci r 
ways of handling infonnation 1.m proj1.:cts through !'.ystcms built 1ntcmally. 
An a" arcness of the need of SI soon dcvdopcd. 1 he conc1.:m awsc due to 
difficulties in consolidating information from too many somccs to fo rn1 a 
picture on the current status of projects. Quick actions lo remedy problems 
were hampered. The issuance of Directive No. I I refer Chapter 4, Section 
4.2 ]. was a result of this awareness. 
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Efforts were made towards achieving SI through the development of the 
SETIA Project, the project monitoring system for the government of 
Malaysia. But, the successful adoption of this concept is yet to be 
achieved. This is evident in the way the system operates. Issues on this arc 
discussed in Chapter 4. 
2. 12 Conclusion 
The review reveals that a lot of efforts have been put into promoting SI 
world-wide. Studies have also been done in approaching the subject of SI. 
Identifying aspects of Sl and issues surrounding its implementation, are 
major tasks in any SI program. The organintion of an SI project is vital to 
its successful implementation. Wi th the present technology a\'ai lab le, 
problems in SI adoption arc more likely to be on the organintional rather 
than technical aspects. 
SI adoption has to be viewed very closely according to each individual 
case. The appraisal of program success level has to he tlonc in 
accordance to its meeting both the business as well as the.: technical 
objectives. 
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Chapter 3 
A Survey on Systems Integration 
in the Public Sector of Malaysia 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes findings of the survey on SI status among 
government agencies. The survey is conducted to form the background of 
the study. The purpose of the survey is to get a picture on current status of 
application systems in government establishments. the extent of SI 
adoption, and the applicability of SI concept among them. The survey also 
looks at the extent of data-sharing between application systems. current 
method of data exchanges and communication infrastructures being 
deployed. Problems pertaining to SI adoptions, arc also gaugcd through 
the questionnaire. in order to identify issues surrounding this topic. 
This mechanism is used to measure SI potentials in the context of thc 
public sector or ~ l ulnysia. before proceeding further into this study. 
/\s recommended by Pcrvan and Klasss 11 71. surveys provide u rich base 
of numerical data and arc olkn used in association with other research 
approaches. 
3.2 Background of the survey 
The survey was conducted among governmcnt dcpartnu.:nts and ngcncics 
that utilize information technology in their operat ions. It was designed to 
ascertain the need for SI in government services. The practices of data-
cxchangc between systems were rcnccted through the number of 
application systems that provide output, for use by other systems within or 
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external to their organizations. Also depicted in the study was the 
frequency with which such exchanges occur. The existence of suitable 
infrastructure to support SI is also examined. Several issues on the subject 
of SI were also asked through the survey. 
Generally, the survey findings provided basis to support the hypothesis 
that there is a need for SI in the public sector. 
3.3 Survey objectives 
The objectives of the survey were detennined as fo llows : 
1. To explore the status of systems integration in the public 
sector 
11. To identify the problems faced in the implementation of Sl; 
11 1. To evaluate the potential of SI in the public service. 
3.4 urvcy organization 
3.4. l T hl' Q ues tionnaire 
The questionnaire was divided into 2 sections. 
ectio11 A - designed to col k ct some hack ground m lrn mat 1011 on 
the use or computers in thcsl' dep:11 t111c11ts. I he 1 cspomlcnts were 
asked to I ist :ipp licnt ion systc111s that were rnnni ng 111 thci r 
respective departments. lnfornrn tion s11ch as how old the c11rrent 
systems were, how they were developed, their operation mode, the 
extent of data-sharing as well as how frequently data were 
exchanged, were asked. Feed-backs on the c11 rrent network 
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infrastructure for each department and the extent of internet 
uti lization were also asked. 
Section B - di rected at finding out the status of SI. if any, in the 
respective departments and to identify problems tn its 
implementation . Questions were also asked on plans for SI for the 
organization, the respondents ' opinions on reasons why SI was not 
implemented as well as other factors affecting the success or failure 
of SL 
A sample survey fonn is shown in Appendix A. 
3.4.2 Survey r espondents 
The respondents were chosen based on the presence of a 
computeri1cd system in their organin tions. This however, docs not 
necessarily mean the existence of an IT unit within the 
organi i'ation. The li st or departrnents that responded is as in 
Appendix B. 
3.4.J Distribution nnd collection 
The distribution of questionnaires was done through mail oi1 12 
l\ tay 1997. Deadline for feed-bucks was set fo1 IC1 .111111.: 1997. 
Follow-up calls were made tn cnsu1 c the receipt nr questionnaire 
by each department. Additional copies "ere c11hc1 foxed, hand-
ddivcrcd or mailed to the respondents when earlier copies were not 
rccei,·ed. 
Feed-backs were received either through mail, fax or hand-
delivered. 
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3.5 Survey findings 
Out of 60 questionnaires sent out, 39 were returned. This makes about 65 
% of departments that responded to the survey. 
3.5.1 Number of applications per organization 
Out of the 39 agencies that responded to the survey, 34 listed out 
the application systems in use at their respective departments. A 
total number of 274 application systems \Vere identified. The 
distribution of application systems used 111 government 
organ in t ions is shown in Table I. 
Table I : Distribution of the numher of applicatio11s per 
organ i::al ion 
No. of Applications No. of Department s 
I 3 (8.8°u) 
-
2 10 24 (70.(1° o) 
-
II 20 (1( 17.7°0) 
-
. 20 I (2.9 1~0) 
--
The number of applications in each organinllion surveyed. ranged 
from just I for small organ11ations like the t-. l i111st1 y nl Nat1011al 
Unity Ami Community Dcvdnp111e11t anti the I k p:11 tment of 
cterinat . Services. to as n1:111y as 21) in big org:rnin1110ns such as 
the 1inistry of Education. More than 90 '!.{, of the 34 organil'utions 
that responded have more than one application systems running. 
This denotes that computers in these organiLations serve several 
functional areas. These systems serve administrative areas as well 
as business functions of these departments. 
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Application systems were mainly developed to tackle departmental 
main businesses such as the National Population Record System of 
the National Registration Department (NRD) and the Traffic 
Summon System of the Police Department. I lowcver, 
administrative systems to support organizational operations such as 
Personnel Systems or lnventory Systems are commonly used by 
government organizations. Some use common systems developed 
by a central agencies such as the Personnel System (SISPEN) 
developed by the Publ ic Services Department and the Vote Book 
System developed by the Accountant General's Office, but many 
are using customized systems, developed separately, for their 
organizational needs. 
3.5.2 Operations mode 
Table 2 : Disrrib11tio11 of applicario11 ,\:\•stems according to 
operation modes 
Operation l\lo<.le 
Batch 
lknl-tinu.• 
No. of Application Systems 
128 (47°11) 
14() (5JO o) 
t\ lore than SJ'X1 of the systems 1 un i11 n.:al-timc mode. as shown in 
Table 2. This sho\\ s the time Cl itical nature or data captured 
through these systems. Real -time systc111s arc found in ~c1 vices that 
deal with the public. daily. such as the Road Transport Dl!partmcnt 
(RTD), the Immigration Department. the Police Department and 
many others providing counter services. As soon as transactions arc 
done :ll the counters, data from such systems get updated 
immediately into the departmental database. These data arc then 
made available for others to refer, or to enable further transactions. 
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Batch systems make up to just under 47% of the systems reported. 
These are normally the non time-critical systems or systems that 
are doing background processing jobs. Data from such systems do 
not need to be accessed immediately. Examples of such systems 
exist in the Statistics Department, the Examination Syndicate of the 
Ministry of Education and departments dealing with analyses of 
data for the government. 
3.5.3 Systems age and developer 
Table 3 : Distribution of applications according to age 
Application Age No. of Applications 
<= 5 years 142 (52%) 
6 - I 0 years 114(42%) 
> 10 years 18 (6%) 
Ninety-four percent of systems listed were developed during the 
last I 0 ycnrs, as shown in Ta hie 3 above. This figure indicates that 
during the last decade, systems have evolved lo meel changing 
needs of the public sector. Almost 521Yc1 of them were developed in 
the lase 5 years. 
The use of compulcrs in handling govc1 nmcnt business started 
more than 20 years ago. Some old systems urc still being used 
today. Examples of such systems arc those running al the Royal 
Police Department. They were developed as early as 1976. 
Most of these systems have their output shared by other systems, 
internal or external to the Department. They operate in real-time 
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mode. This shows that old systems, which have stabili7ed. are sti ll 
being actively used. 
Table 4: Distribution of applications according to method of 
development 
Application Development No. of Applications 
In-house 185 (68%) 
Consultant 37 (14%) 
Joint-effort 34 (12%) 
Packages 13 (5%) 
Vendor 4 (!%) 
Table 4 shows how application systems were developed in 
government agencies. Most applications were developed in-house. 
The survey shows that the use of packages is more rampant in 
recent years. f'rom the systems listed. the use of sofiware packages 
started only in the 90's. It gets more common during lht.: recent 
years. This trend came wi th the introduction of personal computers 
(PC's) in oflices. Packages arc normally used in areas wht.:n: there 
arc standard procedures such as in accounting and inventory 
control. Farly systems were mostly developed in-house. 1111.:y are 
systems that tad, le \'cry spccia li1ed needs of dcpa1 lmt.:nls such as 
the Pa roll System of the /\cco 11111m1t Gc11crnl' s Office. This 
system tnkes care of the payroll fCH· all public servants. 
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3.5.4 Data sharing, mode of data-transfer and frequency of data-
transfer 
Table 5 : Percemage of data-sharing amongst app!tcario11s 
Status of Data Sharing No. of Applications 
YES 98 (36%) 
NO 176 (64%) 
Approximately 36 % of applications surveyed, shared their 
infonnation with other systems, with in or beyond the organization. 
This is shown in Table 5. 
The number of applications that share output with others were 98 
out of the 274 listed. Most of the earlier dc\'clopcd systems sti ll 
have their output used by others. This is probahl) due to the well-
tested fea tures of such systems. It may also he that data generated 
through these systems have become a rcliabk source or 
inf onnat ion. 
I lowcvcr, the trend shows that ltl() l"I.: or tl11.: 111.:wc1 systems opcrnlc 
on their own. without their data hci 11g sh111 cd hy othc1s. I hcsc new 
systems arc mainly ' 'cry spccia l1 1cd s stems that sci vc very 
spcciali1cd needs "hich arc pccul i:u to the dqrn1 t111c11ts. such as 
the mapping S) tem of thc l\ li111st1 v \)r 1 .1ml lkH.·lnp1m:11t . • md the 
blood ban~ ' )Stem or the ph:mnaceutical system ol the t-. \1111stry of 
I lcalth. Others that make up the number arc adm1111stratl\ c systems 
customized to the organizational needs such as the personnel 
systems, in\'cntory systems and filing systems. It .\ho11/tl be noted 
that where it is i11dicmed 1hat 011tp111 is not used hy other systems, 
the product of the system whether i11 cloc11111c•111cd fo rm or in 1he 
form of 11ifor111atio11 published for the p111>/ic are still produced. 
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Table 6 : Distrib11tio11 of applications according to mode of data-
transfer 
Mode of Data Transfer No. of Applications 
Magnetic Tapes 28 (43°,o) 
,_ 
Diskettes 18(28°0) 
Electronic File Transfer 17 (26%) 
Electronic Data Interchange(EOI) 2 (3%) 
Tapes remain a common medium for data transfer, making up more 
thnn 43 o,o of the 65 applications reported, as shown in Table 6, 
Almost 28° o used diskettes while the rest u1i li1ed fi le transfer 
facilities (fip) between systems. Only 2 applications indicated 
communication through electronic data interchange (I· DI ). 
As sho" n in the Tahlc 7. data transfers were most commonly done 
monthly. Almost 3 I 1X1 of the systems listed produced month ly 
output for others. Dai ly exchanges nf data consttlutcd up to about 
20'X, nf the :ippl iration systcms. ·1 he rc111;i i11111g systems had their 
output shared by others. wccl-. ly. q1111rtcrly 01 anm1:ill v. Some 
outputs " ere suppl ied rn1 ad-hnc has1s. I· \a111pk" ol wstc111s whose 
dai l nut puts were usetl hy other systc111s :11 c th~: h n:mcc & 
Accounts t:magcmcnt System uf' the J\l'co11111:111t < il·m:1al\ Oflicc 
and the Cont ractor Reg.isl ra11011 S vstcm n f I Ill· t 1111 s1 1 y of 
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Table 7 : Distrib11tio11 of applicatio11s occort!i11g 10 frequency of 
data-e.r:changes 
Frequency of Data Transfer No. of Applications 
Daily 13 (20° 0) 
Weekly 9 ( 14°0) 
Monthly 2 (3° o) 
Quarterly 20(31 %) 
Annually 11 ( 17%) 
Ad-hoc 8 (12%) 
Others 2 (3%) 
3.5.5 Network infrastructure 
Table 8 : /Jrcakdown of orgr111i:mio11s occordmg 11c111 orA 
111frastr11ct11rc used 
Network No. of Dcpnrtml·nts 
\V /\ I (\11 o) 
--
LAN <) (24°11) 
13oth ._4 ((iJO11) 
one 4 (I 0° n) 
Thiny-cight departments 1cspumlcd tu thts q11cst1011. One 
<lcpanment did not gi\'c any response to this question on 
com1mmication net\\ ork available for its organi1ation. 
As sho\\ n in Table 8, 90% percent of responses indicate some 
fom1 of network connectivity, either using wide-area network 
(WA ), local area network (LAN) or both. About 63%1 have both 
WA and LAN established for their organintions. This shows that 
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the need to connect between systems exists. I lo\\ ever. at this stage, 
they are mostly done within the same organinnion. connecting 
branch offices to the headquarters. fulfilling specific needs of 
agencies. 
3.5.6 Use of the Internet. 
Table 9: Use of the lmernet according to depart111e11ts 
Use of Internet No. of Departments 
YES 35 (90%) 
NO 4 (10%) 
.__ --
At the time of the survey, as indicated in Table 9. 35 out of the 39 
agencies (ie 90%) that responded had access to the Internet. Most 
of these organinllions indic:ited clectro111c ma1 ling, as ''ell as 
infonnation search as the main use for the Internet. "hilc other 
uses were for infonnation publishing and filc-t1.1nskr. 
rl1rcc out of the 4 :i~encics that had not !-.uhsr1 ih1.·d to the internet, 
were in favor of getting coma:c11.:d. 
J'h is ti ncl ing indicates the widespread USC uf l11tc1111.:t tccl111ology 
among go' cmmcnt agencies. Neve1 lhdess. IHH 111i111v have 
deploycd this tcchnology 1n thci1 d:ulv h11s111css 11 ,111 ... actmns. Most 
departments do not go beyond provi d111g \\ch-sites Im publishing 
infomlation on their rcspcctivc orga11i 1ations. 
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3.5.7 Number of I.T. personnel and l.T . funds 
Almost 95% of the departments that sent in their responses 
indicated that they had insufficient IT personnel. This is shown in 
Table 10. 
Table 10 : Number of I. T. perso1111el according ro deparr111e11ts 
No. of IT Personnel No. of Departments 
<5 11 (28%) 
5 - 10 7 (1 8%) 
11 - 20 5 ( 1J 0 'o) 
> 20 J6(4J 0 o) 
Only 2 of 1hc 39 respondents indicaled 1ha1 1hey had enough. Most 
responcknls no1cd lhat there arc insufficient 11 pc1snr111cl to meet 
the requiremcnls of their respective agencies. Demands for 
computcri1ed systems far exceed 1hc number or personnel allocated 
to each department. This situation. if not resnl\ ed. may lead to 
undcr-utili liltinn nr computer 1cso11n:es av:11lahle rnr each 
organi 1:1t ion. 
Government departments· resources of I r per srn 111cl 1.mged 1'1 m11 
as lo\\ as only one ti). to as m:my as al111ust t\\o l111 mlt l·d (200). At 
the time of this sun ey. some agcm·1cs sut'l1 .1s lht· lk p.11tnu.:11t of 
Ci' ii A\ iation and the National Unity and Community 
Dc, clopmcnt tinistry. had no 1 r tn11ned pcrsonnd. 1 he systems 
in use, " ere supplied by vendors. Organi1ations ltl..c the Inland 
Re' cnuc Board (lRB) and the Statistics Department have big IT 
units with personnel of 187 and 142 respectively. These 
departments deal with massive data. The number of departments 
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with IT personnel of more than 20 made up lo about 41 °/.1 of those 
sampled. 
A total of 29 agencies responded to the question on percentage of 
IT allocation as compared 10 the annual organi1a1ional budget. IT 
allocation here is defined as the allocation for maimaining IT unit 
services not including new purchases of IT equipment. 
Table 11 : /. T. budger nllocatio11s by depnrrmems 
% of IT Budget to No. of Departments 
Organizational Budget 
< 5 % 18 (62%) 
--
5- 10 % 6(2 1°0) 
--
> 10 % 5 (1 7°·o) 
/\s sho\\ 11 in Table 11 , 62 1Yo of the government hodu.:s reported IT 
allocations of less than 511 n c)f the "hole mgan11.1t1011 al h11dgct. 
Only 17% indicated budget of mon: than I 0° n. I >cp:11 tmc11ts 
reconlin~ higlu:st Ir budget were the Poli ce: lkp.111111L·111 and the 
S~ I PK.F (l11fon11atin11 Systclll Fm Top Fxcrntt\ eS) nr the l'ri111c 
~ l inish.:r's Ot1itL'. In the (.' :tSC nr the Pnlit•c I kpat lllH.:nt. 
connccth ity is establ ished ht:twee11 pnlkc st:1t1nns 111 111:qor :m.:as 
nll over the country and their hcadqu:11tc1.., ThL' S ll'KI · has 
connections to :tll nHnistncs and su111c 11 1:11,11 dqM1 t1nc111 
3.6 ur\'CY nnnlysis and conclusion 
Pan I of this survey, describes the status of application systems among 
government agencies. It shows how systems arc operating. how old they 
arc and how they were developed. The extent of data sharing is also 
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portrayed. This includes the method for data transfers and ho" oficn these 
data exchanges arc executed. 
Application systems developed by government organi1ations arc mainly 
designed for their explicit use. Most have multiple applications running, to 
serve different functional areas. A significant percentage of these systems 
exercise data sharing with systems, internal or external to their 
organizations. Observations from the survey lead to the fact that data-
cxchanges arc most rampant among well-established systems which arc 
more than 5 years of age. This is probably due to the fact that these 
systems have stabilized and arc well-tested. 
f.'urthcr studies on the scope for systems integration in the government 
sector should be triggered from here. Priorities should be given to those 
well-estab lished systems that do not incur much change in their operations. 
Other criteria for selecting systems as candidates for I should he those 
operating in real -time mode. as they refl ec t on th1.: dyn:11111c natu1 e nf' the 
data that they contain. Anothrr critc1 ia fm selection shou Id he those 
systems " hich prmlun; daily outputs thut :11 c uttl1 1cd hy otl11:1s. 
Part 2 of th<.! surve I that 111eas11n:s th<.: l: Xl <.: llt or SI <.:ffot IS has hccn 
elaborated in papers produced as listed 111 th<.: hihl iugraph\' 12 71. 110 J. 1111. 
They analy1e reasons for the slu" d1ff11surn or SI 111 the Puhk S1.·~· to 1 and 
look into factors detenni111ng the S\ICCl'SS or ,111 SI pt\l ll'C I. 
In summ:uy, on th<.! positive effects ot' SI to the organin 1tio11, th<.! most 
popular responses arc : 
a) Improved \\ Ork procedure (mean rate - 4.6) 
b) Better communication with related organi7ation (mean rate -
4.3) 
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On the positive effects of SI to the public, the most popular responses arc : 
a) Shorter wait-time (mean rate - 4.34) 
b) Improved data accessibility (mean rate - 4.2..+) 
As a conclusion, SI is still a new concept in the public service. Even 
though the need is evident, little effort is made towards its promotion. A 
more concerted effort should be made to increase awareness on its benefit. 
The Malaysian public sector is well equipped with infrastructures in order 
to embark onto SI. Leadership and commitment remain the critical factors 
towards the success of SJ. 
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Chapter 4 
Project Monitoring Systems: A Case Study 
~.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes an I application. in the case of the Project 
Monitoring System in the Malaysian Government. 
One of the potential areas for I. met through the researcher· s term in the 
public sector of I\ talnysia. is in the subject of project monitoring. Project 
development is one of the major roles undertaken b) the federal 
government in order to propagate gro\\ th to the nation. I he tasks of 
project fonmtlation. their financing. management or project 
impkmentations as well as monitoring their progress. cnl'lllllp.1ss several 
gO\ ernment bodies. Fach party has a part in ensuring the success of thcst.: 
pmjeets. In underta"ing their parts. each nf thc:-.e hndics h11ld m process 
some dalll pc1 taining to prn.kcts. I hrn11ghm1t thL' phnsL'S 111 thL· a project 
lifecycle, i11forn1:1tio11 arc passed hct\\ec11 agencies 111\oh l.'d . I hcse 
scc:nnrio nrn"es SI deemed lit. 1\ s the area lit' i11tl'1cs1 i11 th is s111d) is SI in 
the public sector. the case nf Project I\ lrn1itori11l:t hccnmes thi.: lorns tlf this 
study. 
~.2 Huckground of the project monitorin J! sys tem (Pl\I S) 
10 \ cmmcnt depnrtmcnts arc cntntsted with the task.s of implementing 
projects such as building infrastructures like roads and bridges. public 
amenities like schools and hospitals, as well as running research programs 
in areas such as economy, social and education, anc.1 conducting training 
programs for government officials or the other interest groups. The 
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successful implementations of these projects arc \'ital a the) fom1 the 
catalysts to further develop the nation. 
The processes of planning. implementation and monitoring of 
development projects in t-. falaysia arc given due altcntion by the 
government. to ensure that they arc implemented as planned and according 
to schedule. The roles of go\'ernment agencies in a project lifecycle arc 
depicted in figure 4.1. 
DEPARTMENTS 
MINISTRIES 
\\ 
E 
-
EPU Treasury ICU 
\ 
\ 
AG 
Figure 4.1 : Orgcmi:arional roles in project i111ple111emmiom 
In the cour~c of fulf1lling these roles, each department had established a 
S) stem to process data on projects that arc relevant to its business area. 
I hcse S) stems, manual or computerized, reside within each organin1tional 
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premise with some amount of interactions between each other, in the fonn 
of documentation or reports sent in periodically. 
In 1981, a Cabinet Committee on Development projects issued a directive 
calling for the integration of these systems. The directive called Directive 
No.1 titled 'Steps to Speed Up the Implementation of Development 
Projects', stated that : 
Afinistries/Dcpartments ll'ith the assistance of the 
!111ple111e11ratio11 Coordi11ario11 Unit (ICU), Prime /l!i11ister's 
Department should de\·elop an i11for111ario11 system or use 
existing systems mea11f for the same purpose specifical~\ ' to 
pla11 a11d i111p/cme111 dc\•e/opmcllf pro1ects am/ for mak111g 
11eces.w11:\' decisions; mu/ 
All i11formatio11 srsrems of the cc•111rnl age11cu•s mct111t for 
the co111rv l and t•1·of11atum of th<' /H'rfm mwwc of 
tlc·1'Cinp111t•11t /1l'O/t'C't,\ s'1011/cl he 111/egrati•d /11 t/11' l'l''f'<'c I, 
all r/11n· .\\'.,tc·ms. S/Ml\Oi\I of rh1 · /'n•n\111'\ ', the• f>1<>J1 'c·t 
Moniton11g ,\\'Stc.'m of th<' ICU and data n>ll1 ·c·f1 011 w ·t11 ·11w., 
nf the l~'c·<mc>1111c l'/a1111111g (/1111 (!-'I' ll) sho11ftl h1· 111fc ',t:n1t1·tl 
so thm 0111\· n11e 11{ormarw11 ,,1·st1 •111 \\'11/ lw 11wd Cc ·11rm/ 
agc11c1cs and other <1gt.'11c'1c·s ell c' 1•11c·o11ragc'cl tu 1' \c /1e1111.:.c· 
i 11/ or mat um \\ 11 /i cm t' m 10 t Ii l'I' 
In compliance \\ ith this dirccli\'C, govcrnmc11l agc11c1cs made up or the 
Economic Planning Unit of the Prime Minister's Department (l·PU). the 
Treasury (TRY). the Implementation Coordination Unit of the Prime 
Minister's Department (ICU) and the Accountant General's Office (AG) 
undertook the exercise to integrate their existing systems on development 
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projects. This project was given the name SETIA. an acronym created 
from each agencies initial. 
4.3 The machinery for coordin ating development projects 
A machinery is set up by the Government to monitor development 
projects. Figure 4.2 shows the machinery for co-ordination of development 
projects for the country. The National Development Council (N OC) is 
the highest body that oversees the planning, implementation. coordination 
and evaluation of development projects. The NOC is set up, with the 
fo llowing objccti \'cs: 
• To sec to the smooth implementation of the 
Development Pinn and Policics; 
ational 
• To ensure strategics of implementation meet their objectives; 
and 
• To monitor the eff ec:t i \'Clless () r government mad11 ne1) Ill 1111.: 
i111plcment:1t1n11 ur these policies. 
This counci l is t hai1ed hy the Pri 11u: f\ l i11istcr and co111p11 St.:d ol 1111111ste1s 
from the rclc' :mt ministries. 
The National Den.•lopml'nt " 'orld nJ.! ('m11mite l' l' ( ()\\'('), "luch is 
chaired by the Chief Secretary Ill the <lnvc111111c11t , 1s a hndy nl orlicials 
from various gm cmmcnt agencies invo lved in dcvdopmcnt proj ects. The 
IC'U :lets as the secretariat to this committee. 
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National 
Development 
Planning 
Committee 
(NDPC) 
National 
Development 
Council (NOC} 
National 
Development 
Working 
Committee 
(NDWC) 
Ministries/Departments 
I Cl 
Figure 4.2 : /'ht' g <H'l'l'llllH' llf 111l1chi11t•1:l' 011 clcn ·lopmel/f pro1ccr' 
4..t The process of proj ec t pl:rnninJ.! nntl impkmcnt11 tion 
In t-. talnysia. the prncess for prnject pla1111 ing and implementation is 
'cgrcgatcd into periods of 5 )l':trs. I hcsl.' pl.' riods :ire c.1lkd th1.: S-yrnr 
I\ lulnysian Plans. For each 5-) l..'ar plun flL' I iod. de' dt1p1111.:nt plans a1 c 
fonnulatc<l to urge t hc rrnmtry l~H'\\ :ml lo\\ at ds fu1 thcr dl.'\ clnpment. 
Projects nrc subsequently co11ccivcd hy every government agency in 
confonnancc \\ith such plans. Figure 4.J displays phases in a project lifc-
cyclc . 
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EPU 
2 3 AG 
4 
Treasury Ministries 
5 ICU 
1 
Departments 
Figure 4.3 : Project /111ple111el1fmicm Process 
4A. I Project conception 
Fach project is initiated hy the rek vu nt government agency. For 
cxnmplc, n school is plnnncd by the t-. li11is11y or Fducation. a mad 
by the l\ linistry nf Public.: \Vm"s and u hospiwl b) the l\ linistr y of 
I knlth. F' cry pcriml of lh c (5) ) cars. a list nf pmjc1:1s an: drawn 
up by each gO\ cmmcnt ckpm 1t11cnt. thut .ire under their 
jurisdiction. l'hc Ii ·t · of projects. me tlu:n \ Cited Ml thnt the) un.: in 
confonn:mcc \\ ith I olidcs dnl\\ n out by the mini !-. t11 cs, before 
being for\\'nrdcd to the EPU for uppro ul. 
This exercise of project conception is done before the start of every 
5-) ear plan period. A review on the list of projects or any 
addit ional projects that are deemed necessary, is done on the third 
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year of a plan. This is referred to as the !\lid-Term Review of a 
Malaysian Plan. 
4.4.2 Project approval 
The EPU, as a body that o\·crsccs the country's economic growth, 
has a duty to assess all development projects, to ensure they 
comply with the national plan and contributes to its growth. On 
evaluation of the projects, the EPU will issue its approval based on 
the project scope and cost. Each project will be allocated a 5-year 
budget ceiling for its implementation. Only on EPU's approval, can 
a project proceed with its implementation during the Plan Period. 
4.4.3 Annunl bud~ct 
Every year. :my projects thnt arc approved for the Plan Period, 
apply for budget to linancc the11 1mpkmentat1n11 "01 ks. 
Applications fnr the annual budget arc processed h) the I 1easury. 
t\pprnv:il for tht .11111ual fund has tn he nhta111ccl. hdi.He It can go 
ahead with any clcvclnp111ent " c>1 k. 
!'his process of :1ppl) mg for budget, is clnne hefmL· the sta1 t ol 
every financial year. rl1t 1'1easu1y e11s111 •s th.it lu11ds :11e g1vc11 
onl) to pmJccts th.It ha\C been appHw1..·d h} the I· I'l l . 
.tAA i\ l onitoring 
During project implementation stages, the progress of every project 
is reported to the ICU, as the secretari:it to ND\VC. Reports on 
project progress arc submitted at least once, quarterly. The ICU 
uses infom1ation from the reports to monitor the development of 
s \ 
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each project. The monitoring process is to ensure projects that arc 
faced wi th problems, arc identified and given due attention by the 
authorities as soon as possible. 
4.4.5 Project payment 
As the projects progress, payments are issued to the 
implementation agents. Payments are made through vouchers 
issued by the respccti,·c government agencies for work done. The 
Accountant General 's Office, then, issues payments on these 
vouchers. 
Throughout the Ii fc-span of a project. the implementing agency has to deal 
with different authorities in the government service. From its init inl 
conception to its completion. dnta on cnch project is gc111.:rated. ·1 hesc data 
arc kept by each participating agencies. The smooth now of information 
between these agencies an: necessary to ensure each proJCC t · ~ "uecessful 
completion . 
..J.5 The histor y of prOjl'l't nwnitoring sy'ikm in l\ l a l n~· 11 i11 
The emphasis on ha\ ing a pro1 er s~ stem or plann111 g. impk 11 u.·11t111g and 
monitoring of the'<.! pn..1jccts stm1cd s11u:c JlVi 7 I his '" C\ 1dent \\Ith the 
evolution of the 5-) c;tr De\ clopmcnt Plan Pt•riods. Pt ojcc ts at c plan1H.:d fo r 
implementat ion for each Plan Period. The end o f n Pinn Period serves as a 
check-point for projects, implemented by all government bodies. 
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Figure 4.4 : /lie eroluricm <~/ /JT'Cl/1.'Cf mcmiwrin~ '.l ' \ft'lll\ 
Figure 4.4 illustrates the evolution ol' prnje<.:t monitoring system 111 
~ lnlnysia. Earlier efforts to monitor tkvdopmcnt projc<.:ts """ based on the 
operations room concept. similar tn those used in militar~ operations. 
Operation rooms \\ere established at various lcH~ls tn "ccp .1n:u1.1tc and 
up-to-d:nc data on I rojects through the USC 0 r lhl.' RI· I> I H )()" I lw Red 
Book ) stem prt)\ idl.!s :1 111e:i11 to "ccp current inlomrntion on project 
progress. It is through this system thut relllvant authorities get their 
infommtion. in order to make any decision or to facilitate problem solving, 
during project implementation stages. 
In 1974, wi th the advent of technology, the government had taken steps to 
comoutcri1c the system for moni toring. The system was then named the 
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Project Monitoring System (PMS). This system was solely developed by 
the ICU, which acts as the secretariat to the NDWC. In the meantime, the 
EPU had developed a procedure for processing the list of proposed 
projects for a Plan Period. This process results in the listing of 'approved 
projects ' to be implemented. The Treasury, as the authority to allocate 
annual budgets for these projects, had its own system to handle 
development projects. This system is named SlMKOM. The AG's 
Department had its own system for issuing progress payments for these 
projects. 
A project, in its lifecycle had data on its development. recorded into these 
systems, till its completion. Di ITerent aspects of project information were 
kept on different systems. The government recogni1ed the problems with 
having data residing on separate systems. lnforn1ation was difficult to 
nccess. Some data were inconsistent. Too much effort was needed to get 
accurate and up-to-date infon11ation on any project. 
In its cITort to increase efficiencies in handling development projects, a 
directive wns issued hy the ND('. to 111teg1.1te the 111forruatmn systems or 
these Central Agencies. rhis led to thi.: cn.:atmn or Sl·TIA .. m 1n11:gratcd 
project monitorin~ system. whose 11:1mc was d l:ll\' l'd l'wm 1h1.: aernnym 
' istcm EPU. Treasm)'. IC'tJ and AG'. 
An C:\tcnsion to the ' F rt A S) stem "as later de\ eloped tn mn1111oi PIOJCC ts 
down to its component kvcls. !'his system was named SIA!'. 1 lus system 
ennbks ICU to tl111hcr break dO\ 11 a project entity, as rccugni1ed by the 
EPU, into sub-projects. This breakdown facilitates meaningful monitoring 
at the physical le\ cl. For example. EPU would ident ify a project as 
'Mcmbina Sckolah-sckolah Rcndah Ncgeri Johor' and allocates it with a 
lump-sum 5-ycar allocation, but ICU needed to monitor progress or each 
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single school during its development stages. ln this system. each activity 
of a sub-project is identified and its physical progress monitored. 
4.6 Reasons for change 
The evolution of the systems for monitoring development projects in 
Malaysia was triggered by a few factors. Some of these factors are: 
a. Agencies involved in implementing development projects had to report 
to different authorities on different aspects of a project. The tasks of 
reporting became a burden to the officers-in-charge at the agencies' and 
ministries' levels. The EPU needs to be kept updated on a project 
progress during mid-tcn11 reviews and at the end of a Plan Period . The 
ICU has to be in fonned of its implementation progress al least once 
every qunrtcr while al the same time project status needs to he reported 
to the Treasury in order to apply for the next annual budget. 
h. Since data wus collected hy separate ( 'entral Agencies. its co11s1stency 
wns sometimes qucstionahk. Project expense. reported. may 1101 re fl ect 
the same progress at the ph 1sical lcvd. Project status may hL· rcrnnlcd 
differently h different agencies. perhaps due to the tune or 1cpo1 ti11g. 
This led to conflicting data that is not vc1y useful 101 dcnsw1111 rn~ 1ng. 
c. The timeliness in getting accurate. up to dntc data on p10.1ect~ was a 
problem, as infon11ation on different aspects of n project were kept 
separately. by different authorities. Information on project e~pcnscs 
"as a' ail:lble '' ith the AG. while information on the physical progress 
''as "ith the ICU. 
57 
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d. As data on projects were required and kept by separate agencies, 
duplication of data persists. This led to the wastage of government 
resources, be it hardware resources or human resources for its 
maintenance etc. 
e. The problems on data management were not properly addressed. The 
levels of interest of each party involved are different. Much focus were 
given to the need for infom1ation by the top le\'el management. 
Insufficient considerations were given to ease the tasks of data capture. 
Tools were not designed to simplify reporting from the ground level. 
The systems were not useful for project managers who manages the 
daily development of projects. 
4.7 T he current system 
In addressing the problems faced by having multipil.: syste111s for handling 
data on development projrcts. a system was developed at ICU . I his 
system provides a d:11ah11sc cm pro_1ects. It acts as un 111 f{H mat irn1 center for 
dl.!vdopment projects. Data on prnject scope, cost, fin:111c:ial status, 
physical progress :1s "ell as problems faced during 1111pk111cntation an: 
kept. Data arc fed into this system hy the partic1pat111g .1gcm:1e!\ ei ther 
through online file transfers. tapes ur tl11 uugh h.11dn,pv dnc: u111e111s 
received. Updates arc done mainly 1hrn11gh hatch p1 m·esscs. Online 
updates arc only done b) otliccrs of the I 'lJ through i11 fo1 mat ion rccc1 vcd 
in documented fonns. Agencies report progress hy sending updated 
records in batches through tile transfers. The EPU and Treasury do not 
have onlinc update functions even though they an.: the authorities in 
project cost and annual project allocation, respectively. The AG's 
Department sends magnetic tapes on project expenditures, monthly. 
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Reports are generated as and when requested. The EPU and Treasury do 
not generate reports on project status, at their ends. Outputs from the 
system are generated from the ICU. 
4.8 Benefits of a cent ralized monito ring system 
I laving a centralized system such as SETIA has its advantages. 
a. It provides a single point for reporting matters pertaining development 
projects. Agencies do not have to report to different Central Agencies 
on the same subject. thus reducing their workload. 
b. A single system means a single source of in fomrntion. Any 
infonnation needed on any projects may be obtained from a single 
source. without having lo sc,irch several databases. This " ay, Central 
Agencies dn not produce connic ting rcpot lS llll p mJL'CIS. 
c. With i11fo1mal1011 011 lin:111c1al :1llocat in11 .md C\f1L'nd11111cs cap1111 ed by 
the system. :my financial short ratt within a11 a~cncy can casi ly he 
detected. This i11fo1111:1tio11 is useful for the a111hn1 i ty to e11s111 L' proper 
nrnnagemcnt of projects. amt tn identify :111y scthacl..s 1:11.:cd hy the 
projects. 
d. Oatn on the ph) sical progn:ss of each indi vidual pm1ec1 can he made 
easily ncccssihlc to the authorities to facilitate rapiLI action amt future 
planning. 
e. The system also provides for a platfonn to report problems faced 
during project implementation. The NOWC will advise and make 
recommendations on how to overcome the problems. Any problem 
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reported can be quickly overcome if it is detected early. thus reducing 
risks of project failures. 
4.9 Issues in the current monitoring system 
During the study, some pertinent issues were highlighted, that hampers 
the concept of integration. ln the context of project monitoring, it is 
observed that technology docs not constitute a major issue. The aspects of 
work organization and the business process appears to be putting a 
hindrance to its successful implementation. The current system docs not 
scen1 to tllakc efforts on integrating infomiation sources. easier. The 
followings arc some of the issues idcnti fied : 
A. Need for hC'llcr coord11wtio11 hc111·ec1111f11·1icipa1111g cc111ra/ ogc11ncs 
I laving an integrated systclll such as SFTIA. needs the parti<.:ipatio11 as 
"ell as commitment from i11\'olvcd parties. The mies M each agcncy 
involved in the fn1 lll11lat1on. planning. appro' al, 1111pleme11tatmn and 
administ ration of projects. in rl'lation with the systClll have tU he 
clearly dclined :ind agreed 11po11. P1 0l'l.'d111 cs slmuld hl.' la id nut and 
observed. The needs .1ml cons11.unts {lf cach pat I \' must he c:11 cfully 
considered and solutions that an: :1~1ccahlc to all p:1111cs 11111st he met. 
In this aspc t, the lacJ.. or itl\'\llH'llH:nt llnm thc 1'1 c:is 111 y II\ "ccping 
infom1.llion in the S) stclll. up-to date. 1s :111 example. 
Figure 4.5 explains the hierarchy of control on development projects. 
Annual budget is allocated for every s11b-lieuds untlcr a \'Ofe-liead. 
Agencies arc subsequently required lo subdivide the allocation 
according to each project, as identified by the EPU. 1 he breakdown 
has to be updated into the system. Such data arc not fed back into the 
(1() 
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system through the Treasury. Instead, it has to be sought by officials at 
the ICU from the respective agencies. Even input on annual altocations 
are fed into the system by ICU officials through information extracted 
from printed copies of the annual budget books produced by the 
Treasury. An extract of this document is shown in Appendix C. This 
issue demonstrates a breakdown in the mechanism for data update 
from Treasury. 
The AG's Office controls the Oow of funds to parties undertaking 
government projects. Government departments issue payments through 
vouchers handed out for jobs done. Vouchers issued to implementing 
agents. for purposes of payment from the AG's department sometimes 
do not quote the Project ID. This issue poses a problem of tying up 
infom1ation on progress payment to projects. 
The examples stated above. illustrate the breakdown in several 
mechanisms for keeping data on the system 111Ho-datc and co11s1stc11t 
with the real project status on the ground. 
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Treasury C Sub-Head :J 07 00100 
····-·-·-·····--.......... .. .. -~ -i··  i .. -····· .............  ······-·---·-..  ··-· 
EPU 
c Project ::> 07 00100 001 
. ···-·---·· ---. -... --.. -~ . ~- . i--~ --. -........ ----------... -
ICU Sub-Project 07 0010000 1 001 
·· · ·· ·· · ···· ··· ······ ·· ·· ·····- -· ··· ····· ··· ·· ·· · ..... . 
Figure ~ .5 : llicrnrchy of cm11rol 011 cle\'l'/op111t•11111rn1ec1, 
B. , vstem mu/ clala 0 \1'11t.1rshi11 issue 
In the case of the ETIA system, participating agencies do not feel 
they arc pan of an integrated system. This is shown through their lack 
of commitment towards infom1ation kept in the system. Each party arc 
only concerned of data within their business domains. They do not 
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show concern about data which arc beyond their levels of control. even 
though they have consequential relations. 
As an example, the Treasury controls budget at the subhead level. 
When a subhead gets a funding of a cenain figure, the agency 
concerned is requi red to report the breakdown of allocations to projects 
under the subhead. Sometimes when this is done, the breakdown of the 
sum docs not tally with the subhead allocation. Thus, incompleteness 
of data occurs. This results in the lack of useful inforn1ation for 
monitoring. 
Keeping data consistent is an important aspect of an integrated system. 
When inconsistencies happen, the usefulness of an integrated system is 
degraded. 
C. Dma-captun• 
Data is not fed into the system at source. Data f01 the system is 
updated in hatches. I tu.: present mon1to1111g system 1s a 1epo1 t-hased 
system. Rather than having input generated from the n:specti\'C agents. 
as and when tr:111:rnc tion is d<1 11c. they are sc11t pl· 1111d1r:dly upon 
requests. This results in the I.id. of timely data. " l111:h .11 e use l'ul for 
decision mak.ing. 
Pro\'iding a proper tOl) I fur data cntt y into the system ,..., vital. Such 
tools need to be incorvorated into the system "ithnut burdening users 
of the system\\ ith additional tasks. 
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D. Changes i11 project icle111ificario11 
The lack of commitment from involved parties is also evident in the 
issue of projects with identification numbers. During the design stage 
of the SETlA system, it was agreed that projects be assigned 
identification numbers that confom1 to the number generated through 
the government financial system. The Identification lumber stmcturc 
is shown in Figure 4.5. The design for Project Identification Number is 
in line with the level of control by the respective central agencies. But, 
through the years, the Treasury sometimes change the identification 
number of a subhead, through the insertion of a new item in their list. 
Such action results in the complication of maintaining a unique 
identification of a project throughout its lifccyclc. It sometimes causes 
expenses being charged under a different project clue to the lack of a 
coordinated move among agencies concerned. 
' tandnnls and procedures that comply to rules of parties Ill\ oh eel 111 an 
integrated environment arc important. ('onfonnance tn stand:u ds is 
important 111 "-ecping an integrated sy~tcm consistent. 
1~·. /.c\•ds of i11f(>r111atw11 l't'c/1tlf·1•11w11t 
Keeping data in the S)Stcm that t)l\ly t'atc1s fo1 the 1cq1111t·m1.:nl ol the 
ccnt r3l agencies. sometime · cause mc:m111gtii l 11\lni m.1t1on to he lost. 
l'hese infonnation arc nnly hcnc lic1al in gcnc1 a11ng a macro-level 
report. During times. when intervention are necessary, detail 
infonnation on projects arc required. Such infonnation arc usually kept 
hy the project managers on the ground. Integrating the micro-level 
infonnation to the system can prove to be useful. The linkngc of detail 
data with and data from a higher view provides a better picture on a 
proJCCt. It helps give a consistent view of a project. A wider 
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perspective of a project can be made available whenever necessary 
without having to seek for infom1ation from many sources. 
input for an integrated system should be captured as they arc 
generated. Data that get captured at a lower level should be kept in that 
fom1 and only get summarized when needed. Tools for data-capture 
should be designed such that they remain uscf ul to the users. 
4.1 0 Discussions and recommendations 
An integrated system should fom1 a repository of data on a common 
subject. Irrespective of where data arc generated, they all have to come 
into the system through business functions that arc related. Data ownership 
should remain. with levels of authorities clearly spelled out between 
business functions. Datn security is an issue that has to he tackled. as the 
lack of it may cause non-usefulness of the system. Capturing data at source 
hdps in gett ing timely data and prevents discrepancies of data \\ h1ch IS 
usually the result of the di!Tcrcncc in the time of clata input. 
The tool for projec t monitoring proposed in th is prnjct' l is designed to 
address some of the issues stated hcfnn: in Sect inn ·V>. :.pee tlka lly issues 
(A). (B), (C') :rnd (F). 
Coordination and comnutment or .l ).!Cl\C ICS Ill\ nh L'd Ill.I\ he lu1 thcr 
... 
improved by pm' 1ding :1 tonl that provides :1 wimlnw to the ·''"''"111 al their 
ends. By having such facilities, the users should feel they an.: part of the 
system. rather than just a supplier or data. 
Through having such a facili ty, the control of infomrntion under each 
business domain can be easi ly managed. The Treasury, for example, can 
l1 'i 
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easily check how the allocated sum under a sub-head 1s being sub-
allocatcd. 
The issue of timeliness of data may be overcome if agencies arc provided 
with a tools that are used in their daily works. When data are captured at 
source no added tasks of reporting arc required. 
Integrating data from various levels of control. provides Ocxibility in the 
way we utilize infomrntion. A top level view is only good at giving a 
macro picture of subjects. When a micro level analysis is required, more 
detail infom1ation is needed. In the context of project monitoring, for 
purposes of intervention by higher authori ties, detai l infonnation on 
project activities arc most useful. 
Looking into the issues discussed above, the researcher proceeds to 
illustrate a possible solution to address some of the pertainmg problems in 
the present monitoring system. 
The next chapter describes the model solution. 
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Chapter 5 
A Model Data-Capture Tool 
On Project Monitoring 
5.1 Introduction 
Based on the case study discussed in Chapter 4, project monitoring brings 
forth the characteristics of a candidate for SI. It has the criteria sui table for 
an integrated system. As the process of project implementation revolves 
around several parties " ith in the government sector. an integrated 
approach to this subject should be further examined and appl ied. /\II 
business functions or the relevant bodies that concern development 
projects should he looked upon as parts or a bigger system for project 
implementation. of the government. 
This chapter descri bes hem the concept or SI muy hl' ;ipplil'd in the area of 
project implementation and mllnitming in thc govern111 L·nt. It pmpnses an 
approach for SI nn llH\lters pertaining deveh,p111c11t projctts. which is an 
importnnt agenda for thc cmmtr •. It justilil's why SI should he c.,tnhlishcd 
and discusses som1: issu1.:s p1.:rt:1ining to it. lnh1.:rl'11tl), it th:.,crihc., the tool. 
the n.!·cnrchcr d1.:cms appropriate to lK' usl'd in the i11tqn.1tl'll p1 01l'c t 
monitoring cm inmmcnt. 
5.2 Bnckground of the model system 
The process of implementing development projects involves several 
go' emment departments, as described in Chapter 4. These departments are 
impl icated at diITerent phases of a project life-cycle. Go crnmcnt agencies 
that act ns implementing agents for development projects arc concerned 
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with every aspect of project management such as preparing project plan 
and implementation schedule, managing resources as " ell as monitoring 
work progress. Payment vouchers are issued as works progress. Every 
project activity is closely monitored to ensure that it is implemented 
according to schedule. 
As development works progress, the relevant central agencies monitor or 
intervene whenever necessary. The EPU, does project review every third 
year of a Plan Period. This exercise is tem1ed The Mid-tem1 Review of a 
Malaysian Plan. The Treasury, checks on project status annually, during 
budget examination sessions with the implementing agencies. This is done 
before allocating new budget to finance further works on projects. While 
the ICU monitors project progress every quarterly or whenever problems 
arise. lnfomrntion arc needed at these levels to support decision-making 
and to enable interventions by agencies concerned. In the mean while. new 
data arc captured at difTcrent phases of a project ltfc.:-span. such as 
additional allocations, transfer of fumls. pmgress p:I) lllCllts l'tC 
As discussed in earlier chapter, well-estahlishecl systems that C\Ccut c.: dat ~1 -
sharing oflen. deserve In he candidates for SI. !'he dy1w1111c nature of datn 
they contain. make an integrated concept more hc111.:lic i:tl to parties 
involved. In this case, data un prujc.:t.:t s that :11 1.: p1 0~1 css 1 vely 1ccon h.:d 
acconling to \\or1' progress on the grouml. a1c usditl 10 1 p111pnscs of 
monitoring anti intervention. 
The protOt)1>e S) stem is de\ eloped to address some of the pmhlems that 
prevail in the current system. It focuses 0 11 providing a tool to capture data 
right from the stage of project planning to recording project progress. The 
1001 is designed to capture data at source, that is, where works on projects 
arc closely monitored on the ground. The area of focus for the developed 
model is shown in Figure 5. 1. 
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The model illustrates 2 levels of integration. It incorporates the concept of 
data integration as well as software integration. Daw i111egrmio11 takes into 
account every department 's needs. It covers multi-lc\'cl authorities on data 
while allowing the flex ibil ity of access to detail at each lc,el. Details on 
project components are linked to the parent projecl. This fea ture is not 
available with the current system where database on projects arc kept 
separately from their project components or sub-projects. Software 
integration is illustrated through the use of images and linkages to 
established so ftware tools such as MS-Project to enhance the system 
capability. thus making it useful to users. 
EPU 
r AG 
Treasury Ministries 
ICU 
.------------- "' 
I 
I 
Departments 
I ' ~--····-········-··--···········j 
Figure 5. l : Focu area <~(the prototype 
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5.3 System brief 
The model is a prototype system for capturing data as projects progress. It 
serves as a tool for project managers to record project development 
managers while allowing them to have access to other information such as 
the financial status of each project. At the same time, the data collected 
using this tool can be made accessible to relevant central agencies as a 
mean of reporting project progress. This concept enables data collection at 
source. When implemented in a networked environment , integration is 
achieved through data-sharing with other relevant agencies. In an 
integrated environment, each agency that deals with projects such as the 
EPU, Treasury, ICU, the AG's office and the respective ministry, may 
have access to the same piece of information without it having to be 
replicated. Data on projects. generated by other agencies. may at the same 
time be updated through the same concept at thei r respcct1' e si tes and 
made avai labli.: to the others. 
Data on project activitics :m.: collected at soun.:c 1hw11gh a projcct-
m:111agcmc11t sof1ware used to aid the project managc1s 1n lhc comsc of 
their work. The information arc tht.:n linked to other dala availahlc 011 th t.: 
main project. Using the clicnt/scrvcr conccpl, the li11k 111 g lll 11llo1niatm11 at 
various levels (i .e. project, sub-project. :1c1ivit11.:s) c11ahks data gcncratt.:d 
by difTcrcnt sources to be connc<.:tcd. Pmjl:ct 111:111agc 1 ~ aH.' spa1cd from 
hnving to re-enter data on projects for puqmscs ,,1 tL'IHll l111 g tu 1h1.: c1.: nlral 
agencies and the ministries. 
This model also incorporates the use of images as a mean for viewing 
physical progress of projects, as works progress. This way, officers at the 
central lc,•cl may have a real up-to-date view of projects for visual 
evaluation. Graphic representation of data is also included to enhance data 
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display. Graphs are generated from data direct ly accessed from the data-
base. 
Features of the tool arc designed to serve several purposes : 
• it is integrated into the main system for project monitoring, 
• it enables real-time update into the system, 
• it serves both the needs of users at the ground level as well as 
the moni toring bodies. and 
• it allows top-down and bottom-up view of project information. 
An overview of the prototype is depicted in figure 5.2. 
Log on 
Screen 
I 
I 
Project 
Update 
I 
- -
Histoor001 • Pro1ect Pro1oct Pro1ect 
- --Allocot1on Summary List V1ow 
by Sector 
-[ Pro1oct Ei~ Qhao • Promo Allocation I-
by Stote 
-rlnonc1nl 
- r rogross "O llil- ~ Projects 
,_ n 
wrth - ~ problems Subprqect g 
- List - ff 
:J 
:J 
Cross-tab -
co 
-i 
Pro,ect 0 
- Exit 
£ 
progress by 
State -
..__ 
Figure 5.2 : Process flow of monitorin~ tool 
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5.4 System objectives 
This prototype is developed to meet several objectives : 
a) To simulate a data-capture system as a mean of gathering data at 
source; 
b) To incorporate the same look &feel with current office tools with a 
point & click feature. 
c) Integration of graphical features to give overall views on projects 
d) Integration of imaging system as a fonn of reporting project 
progress 
e) To enable multiple-level monitoring 111 a single system (ic 
project/subproject/activity) 
I) To allow flexibility in monitoring different types of projccts (with 
differing activities) 
S.5 ysccm cnvironmcnc 
This system is developed using the dcsk-top versinn or Pt)\\ Cl bui lder 5.0, 
running umkr \Vindows-N I' e11 virn11111rnt . Data is hi.: ld 111 the SQL 
Anywhere dat:\base. The choice or the databasc 1n:111agc1m:nt S\''itcm may 
vary. Data may also reside on other database mmrnµc mcnt systems 
(OB~ t ) that support Open Databasi.: Conncc t1 v1tv ({ >l)J H ' ). Whenever 
nppropriatc. data ma) reside on diffi.:rcnt platfm ms. thus allo" ing 
autonomous control of data. QL Anywhere is used in this case because it 
comes " ith the PO\\ crbuildcr version available at the faculty. 
The system developed is capable of runnmg under the internet 
environment with the use of the appropriate dynamic link library (OLL). 
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5.6 Target users 
Currently, data-input for the project monitoring system ( P~lS) is mainly 
done at the ministry level. The officers in charge of development are 
assigned the task of reponing project progress to the relevant central 
agencies. Updated records arc sent in batches to ICU through onlinc file 
transfers or copied through diskettes. These files arc used to update project 
records residing in the main project database at ICU. 
However it is proposed, with the use of this tool, data capture should be 
done at source, that is, at the project manager's level where all activities of 
projects or subprojccts arc managed. Through this method. infom1ation 
will be updated directly from the ground instead of going through another 
agent. The approach should improve the timeliness of data as well as 
improve data accuracy. 
5.7 ystcm rncionnlc 
5. 7. 1 Enahlcs daw collcctio11 at ,,·0 11f'<'t' 
One of the shortcomings or the existing system fi. ll n1rnHtoi 1ng. that 
is in use. is the" ay data arc input into th1.: svstem (S~:c 1lh1strntion 
in Figure 5. 1). Reports on the p1ng1css ol each prn1cct on the 
ground arc sent h~ the implementing agcm:y ell cnntl .1ctnrs to the 
rcspccti\ c client agency through various means such as meetings, 
hard-cop) rcpons, site-visits etc. These data arc then transcribed 
onto different fomrnts as required by the central :igcncics. 
At a lower level, data on project activities arc entered into a PC-
bascd system in the form of activity schedule. Each activity has its 
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scheduled start and end date. As activity starts the actual start date 
is captured. A copy of the data is then sent to the ministry either 
through diskettes or using electronic file-transfer. 
A more summarized report on project status, is at the same time 
prepared in the fonn of a hard-copy report . The fom1at of the report 
which is named Fonn S3! is designed to meet the requirements of 
the ICU. This report is sent to the ministry for compilation. An 
officer at the ministry shall then enter the data into the system 
provided. This data is then sent through fil e-transfer to ICU 
through the network SETIA-Net. This data will eventually be used 
to update infom1ation on the project data-base held centrally at the 
ICU. 
With the proposed system. data arc entered al source. It is 
incorporated as part of a project management task. 1 he o erall 
project status shall be updated by the project com dmator. In a 
networked environment. this data 111ay hl.' shan:d rn :1 copy or 
which shall he made available to the 11gcm.:1cs 1.·u11cl-r1u.:d. This 
appronch of data-ent ry whid1 is done at so111 1.·c Sil\'c s the project 
111anngcr rf(.)111 annt her job 0 f data Cnll y fot lHll JHlSl.' ll I' I cprn Ii ng. 
The speed at which data 111:1 ' he made availahk to th1.: agencies 
concerned will be \'Cry much i111prov1.:d. 1'11 1.: qu1.:slt011111 t11nd 111css 
of data can be addrc ·sed through pm111pt data 1.•1111 v. that 1s. as and 
"hen "ork is done on the ground. 
The issue of data-duplication can be significantly reduced. Central 
agencies interested to know project progress may have direct 
access to more up-to-date infomiation. This will also reduce data 
inconsistencies among agencies that would normally have separate 
sets of project status reports. 
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5. 7.2 Allow flexibility of data kept at ground /e\'CI 
Most of the data kept on projects, currently. arc based on the 
requirement of central agencies. The systems in use arc based on 
fixed format, text based data which allows for standard pre-
detem1ined activities. The current system also allows limited data 
on project schedule. This limits the usefulness of data to the people 
on-the-ground. They need to keep data to fulfill their varying 
requirements at a more detail level. To confom1 to the central 
agencies ' requirement. data need to be transcribed into suitable 
fomrnts for centra l agencies' consumption. 
The proposed system allows flexibility in the detai ls of data kept. 
This is done by providing a linkage between the project data, as 
defined by the central bodies. and project components that arc 
broken down according to the project manager's needs. This is 
achieved through the USC of :t projcct 111:111agcmcnt tool at ground 
level thnt is integrated into thr main system. Data that an: useful to 
the pcnplc ma11:1ging the projects. an.: kept in a systc111:1t1c manner. 
By enabling this linkagc. use fu l i1110r111atio11 is nnt lost and the 
requirement nf ccntral agrncies 11111 ' :-; till he rullilkd . 
5 . .... 3 Si11glc-c111n· co11n•1u 
pcci fie dat:l should bc entered into the system from n single 
source. The job of updating project status should not need to be 
repeated. The tasks of reporting project progress to various 
authorities in different formats, only increase the burden of project 
managers and coordinating officers at the ministries. Every data-
11cm fed into the system should only be updated by the authorized 
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personnel where data are generated and not re-entered elsewhere. 
Others should only be allowed to ha\'e access to the piece of 
infonnation through read-only mode. 
In the present system, basic data-items like project location, project 
cost, annual allocation repeatedly appear on various fom1s. With 
every party having access to the same data source, such 
infomrntion should not need to be repeatedly reported. This way, 
no inconsistency of data may occur. Duplicated efforts should be 
avoided. 
5. 7..1 £11ahle 11111/ri-lc\·e/ mo11irori11g 
Projects being implemented by government agencies arc monitored 
at the ministries as well as the central agencies. I he types or data 
required. varies. The levels of control imposed by the respective 
agencies also di ffcrs. r:or example, the rreasu1 y 1s only concerned 
with controlling data at subhead level. (Please n:lc1 h gun: 4.5 in 
Chapter 4). Each subhead may comprise of i-;cvc1 al projects as 
listed by the FPU or ICU. t'-.lcanwhile, I 'U may he 1ntt.:rcsted .it 
l ookin~ into project progress at sub ptojcet h:vd . 'i ll t: h as tin.: 
building or :1 particular ward or a hospital prnj c1.:1. 
Integrating the S) stems dealing with dcvdnpmcnt p1 n1ccts. may 
seem to be a meritorious aim, but. getting a const.:11sus on the level 
of monitoring by central agencies seems n.:mott.:. I· fforts to arrive to 
- . .... 
a certain lc\'cl of standards in monitoring have not been successful. 
This has caused a considerable amount of burden to the 
implementing agencies in the course of reporting project progress 
and to synchronize data according the central agencies' needs. 
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Data-control, should be done through the computeri1ed system. 
Levels of project details can be achieved through a data-base that is 
designed to accommodate these details. Various forms of data may 
be inter-linked with each other in an integrated system. By 
allowing data to be input as they are generated, linking data at 
various levels, should not be a problem. For example, when the 
Treasury enters data on transfer of funds between subheads, 
tallying payments made by the agencies with the allocated amount 
for the project may systematically take place. 
5. 7.5 No11-d11plicmi11g data 
One of the objectives of having an integrated system is to avoid 
duplicating data at several locations. Despite efforts to integrate the 
current systems on development projects. agencies arc sti II ~ccping 
separate sets of data at their respective locations. "hcthcr in a 
dntahasc, Oat-Ii lcs. or har<lcopy documents. I his mcn.:ascs the ri sk 
of non-consistent dat:l bet ween the agencies "hen 1cpo11111g to the 
Narionnl lkrt'lopmc•l/f ll'orArng Co11111111f1•1· (Nl> ll'(') . lksidcs. 
du pl ic:1ted data consumc!-1 rcdund:111t 1 csm11 t:cs. manpower or 
hardware. 
The proposed system. though not illust1atcd 111 lull . s11ppo1ts the 
concept of integrated data environment. Whcthc1 d.11 .1 a1c located 
in a central database or SC\ era I distributed databases. need a further 
elaboration. The decision would be based on ho" dynamic arc the 
data. data sensitivity, rJtc of access etc., which is outside the scope 
of study. Ho" ever, data should be stored once and updated by the 
authorized party, at source. They shall then be made accessible to 
the parties concerned, in order to support other functional areas. 
l·or example, the breakdown of the annual allocation by sub-heads, 
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according to projects, should be entered direct ly by the 
implementing agencies as authorized. Subsequently. the central 
agencies interested may have access to this piece of infom1ation in 
to support decisions. In the current system, this infom1ation is sent 
to the ICU, to be updated into the central database. 
5. 7. 6 Common i111e1face ( ({implemented 1111der i111emerli111rw1c1) 
Using a desktop computer in their daily chores is common today, in 
the Malaysian public service. At the same time, having internet 
nccess is not uncommon. The point-and-click tool in today's 
infomrntion era. has become a common phenomenon. The 
developed model, does away with the hierarchical. menu-driven 
method to have access to infom1ation. It uses the pomt-and-click 
technique common to the state-of the-:111. This enable~ the operator 
to familiari1e with the system faster. As explained earlier. hy 
implementing the prototype on an intranet plat fo1 m. tlus system 
provides a convenient tool for users through the 11s1: of a common-
pl:1tf'o1111 with the oth1:r co111111crnly used sof1w:m:s. 
5. 7. 7 Jl'orks 011 11111/tiplc 1>laUbr111 
The prototype developed to illustrate the p1npos1.:d 1nml11lc for 
monitoring <lc\l.~101 mcnt fH'OJCCts. wrn b 111 a cl1ent-sc1 vc.:r 
cm ironmcnt. It 1s de\ doped u sm~ Pcm c1 hulldc1 ~ .0 dc~k-top 
'crsion. Adapting the dc,•clopcd module onto a d1 ffcrcnt plat form 
such as a Windo\\ s 95 PC or a UNIX environment is possible even 
though it is developed under WINDOWS-NT. II is also capable of 
interfacing with several databases at the same time, as long as it 
suppons ODBC. Today, with the new version of Powerbui lder tool 
1t is also possible to nm the application under an intcmet 
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environment, with the use of a suitable dynamic link librnry (DLL). 
This will , thus enable agencies with different machine types to use 
their existing machine to interact with the system, rather than 
having to change everything altogether in order to be part of the 
integrated system. 
5. 7.8 Ability to access 11111/tiple databases 
The sofiware used for this prototype allows access to di ff crent 
databases, concurrently. Data may be kept at the respective 
agencies for security reasons. Authori zed access to data is enabled 
across data sources by providing linkages between databases. Data 
locations arc transparent to users. The same piece of data need not 
be rcpl icntcd between agencies, in an integrated solutmn. 
5.8 ' ys tcm fea tures 
l'hc prntot pc system 1'1111c t i ~Ht:1l i t y Sp:tnS lWel :tgellCIL'S ' llL'Cd tO kcc.:p 
progress records. in the course or project's development. It alsn takes into 
account the 111sk of rcprnting to higher a11thnritics. I lt L'SL' t ~·a t111 cs im:ludc.: 
the capability of listing project infomrntion aecoiding to pw1ec t cntil1cs as 
defined by the EPU. holds data on prnjcct fuml111 g and annual allorntaons 
from the Treasury as '' ell as project h1 caJ..dow11s as lll'l'tkd hv the ICU. Io 
sen e project managers on the ground 1t )H O\ ides l111k tn a project 
management tool. For the purpose of this prototype, l\ tS-P1 01cct 1s used to 
enable them to monitor project activities according to their schedule. This 
tool also enables managers to manage resources as ' ell as keep tab on 
progress of project activities using tools such as Gantt charts. 
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Sample screens from lhe prolotype are illustrated in Appendix G. The 
screens arc designed lo illuslrale the features of the tool lhal provide 
windows to differcnl aspects of a project Illustrations arc given on text-
based infom1ation, as ' ell as in other fom1s such as graphic displays and 
images. Graphic displays gives an overall picture on projects, while project 
image is used to complement infomrntion on project status. 
5.9 Usability test 
A test is conducted among personnel involved in project monitoring or 
was once involved. It is intended at obtaining a measure on the usability of 
the tool in meeting its intended objectives. The test is also used to gauge 
opinions on the relevance of the tool in relation "ith the issues of 
integration in project monitoring. 
5. 9. I Aspects of as.H·ssmc111 
The s11 i1:ihilt1y or the tool in the CCll lte\I or Ille c.1se sludy, IS 
assessed based on three aspc.:cts. using a qu l'stw111w irc.: that 1s 
comple1cd h 1hc teste1 s. 
The first part assesses features incoqwiatcd i1110 the.: p1 ntntvpe with 
regards to its function as a tool lhr p101cc1111<111th)1111g. 
econdly, responses arc sought on the testc1s · npm1 nn of the 
critical success factors for l. Through this, the researcher 1rics to 
gauge the importance of proper tools to serve users in an integrated 
environment. The measure is used to support the hypothesis that 
the presence of an appropriate tool for the user has a high impact 
on the effectiveness of an integrated system. 
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In the third part, the testers are asked to rate the relevance of the 
tool in meeting the objectives of SI. 
5.9.2 Method of test 
Ten personnel who ha\'e been involved in project implementation 
or monitoring were asked to evaluate the system. 
First they were briefed on the background of the study, the concept 
behind the prototype, the system environment of the model and the 
scenario of the actual system environment if implemented in full 
scale. They were later given a demonstration of the model system. 
Verbal feed-backs on how the system may be improved were 
received during the demonstration. Afier the demonstration the 
users were required to fill in the evaluation forms as shown in 
Appendix I. 
5. 9. 3 lluc/..gro1111d of testers 
All of the rcspomknts who tested nnd rcspnndcd to the 
questionnaire given, have CXJH.:riern:c. 011c way m thL' tithcr in the 
area or project monitoring in the puhlic sertni . Some have 
experience at the impkmenting agencies' rn g:11111att011. snmc at the 
central level and some'' ith the applicatt011 s11ppn1 t tL':llll 
E'en "ith the existing system available for mo1Htonng. SO <% of 
them haYc other systems for keeping data on projects. manually or 
in computcri1cd forn1. This amounts to dupl icated efforts in 
maintaining separate systems. 
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All respondents have access to computers in their daily works and 
use the internet. This indicates the wide use of internet in 
government office today. The use of internet covers the area of 
research, information publishing (mostly internal). electronic 
mailing and inter-organizational communication in general, as 
indicated by 70% of the responses, 
5.10 Usability test results 
The following arc the responses on the tests. 
5. I 0.1 Rmi11gs 011 the tool fimctionality 
The features of the tool developed arc assessed on the scale of 1 -
5. Fach feature is evaluated in terms of its usnbilit) :is a tool for 
project monitoring. Depicted below an: statistics nf' the c\ aluations 
ohtnined from the testers . 
.) 
~ '----t c: 
Cl> 
::> ! 0 _ __ _._ _ _ __._......__..L--- -J 
20 30 ~o 
Std Dev = 0 97 
Mean= 3 6 
N = 10 00 
Figure 5.3 : Measure of usability <~f'imogi11J.!, /(•(lt11n• 
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Five out of I 0 i.e. 50% of respondents rate the imaging feature as 
above average, in terms of its usability. The majority (80%) give it 
a rating of between 3 to 5 on the scale of I to -. The mean score on 
this feature is 3.6, as shown in Figure 5.3. 
6 
5 
3 
2 
~ Std Dev = 0 71 
~ 1 ----. Mean = 4 50 
~ N 1000 
~ o._ _ ___.'---.--"--...--_._-..--_._--...__, 
3 00 3 50 5 00 
Figmc 5.4 : ,\/ew;111·c 011 c<1.H' <~l"'<' of tool 
In tcrms nf casc-nf-usc. ns given in Figure 5.•I. thL· 1111::111 score is 
4.5. out of a mnximum score nf 5. This rdkcts the point and click 
l't:atllf'C Of this tool as fa\'Ollnthk . (1() 11 o Of ICSJ1lllllh:nt\ t;tt\ C th is 
f't:nture thc highest SCOrc of 5 i.e. '\'Cl')' high' 
a\ igntion bcl\\cen '' idows using the tool. gets a mean score of 
-t3. rhis is shO\\ll in Figure 5.5. 90% rates this feature as between 
high and 'cry high. This is probably due to the use of control 
button to S\\ap between windows. Control buttons arc used to a 
difTcrcnt view of a project. For example, with a click of a button 
th1: user has the choice of looking at the financial aspect or the 
physical aspect of the project. 
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B_Navigation 
300 3 50 
B_Navlgation 
400 • 50 500 
Std. Dev= 67 
Mean= 4.30 
N = 1000 
Figure 5.5 : Measure 011 ease i11 system11avigatio11 
B_Entrytool 
O_Entrytool 
Figure 5.6: Measure 011 suitability of model as a si11gle-poi11t-
em1y tool 
TI1e tool suitabili ty as a single-point data entry tool gets a mean 
score of 4.3, as shown in Figure 5.6. 90% is in favour of this 
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feature as it is useful to be used at the desk-officers level. At the 
same time, it can be used to pass over infom1ation to monitoring 
authorities. 
B _lntegDept 
4 00 
B lntcgOopt 
4 50 500 
Sid Dev • 411 
Me:in • 4 30 
N • 1000 
foigure 5. 7 : Measure 011 suiwhility of model 111 111tc~rnt111g 
departme11tal 11ceds 
All respondents rate the tool. in tcnns of integrating cent ral 
agencies need. as between 4 and 5. This is shown in Fi~urc 5.7. 
l laving windows from agencil:s' point of vil.!w. such as provided in 
the tool. may case communication between them. In an integrated 
data environment. a common pool of infor11111tion 111ay he accessed 
from different locations. Data inconsistency will not he an issue 
anymore. 
Integrating tools like the Project-Management soflware, is very 
much favoured, by 80% of respondents. Their responses are 
depicted in Figure 5.8. This feature gives room for more data to be 
kept on project activities, while keeping its link to the main project. 
Project managers may find this feature useful as it helps them in 
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their daily tasks. At the same time, inforn1ation can be made 
avai lable to higher authorities through the same platforn1. 
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N • 1000 
f'i gurc 5.8 : Measure Oil rile use of roof ill regrarioll ill model 
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Figure 5.9 : Measure 011 flexibility f eature of model 
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The flexibi lity provided in such a set-up, as demonstrated in the 
tool gets a mean of 4.1 l , as given in Figure 5.9. 90° o rates it as 
high or more. It gives the user of the system, a mean of keeping 
detail infonnation according to their needs rather than confom1ing 
to fom1ats required by the monitoring bodies. 
Based on the !zig/zest mean (ie 4.50 in the scale of I to 5 ) and the 
liiglzest c11m11/aril'e score ( ~5 ), the ease-of-use of the tool, gets the 
mark from the tests. This is probably due to the point-and-click 
feature which is more user friendly and common in today's 
sonwarcs. It also incorporates features like images and graphics 
rather than pure text. 
Following that, the case of 11al'igatio11 from scrc<'ll to screen, its 
suitability as a si11gle-c11try tool for reporting project progress. and 
its functionality in meeting central agencies' need in an i111egra1cd 
environment gel means of 4.30. 
R:111king third in 1<:rn1s of n11.:an srn1c i.e. 4.11 , 1s the l1e\ibili1y 
allowed in the system thul nllows varintions nr data k1.:pt on 
projects. That 111e:111s users :in~ free In 11rni111:1i11 lkt.11!:-. on data as 
deemed useful to them instead of just fulfilling ccnt1al agem:ics' 
needs in the fonn of sum11wri1cd data. 
Ranked fou11h is the i111cgratto11 of 01hc1 oflin· wnls in the system 
such as demonstrated in the li11kagc built with lhe mmc spcc1ali1cd 
project manageme11t sonwarc, wi th a mean score of 4.00. Other 
office tools such as e-mail and word-processing tools may be 
similarly incorporated. 
r he incorporation of project image and the ability to obtain graphic 
display on data, scored a mean of 3.60. Project images is included 
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to give a better picture of the project status on the ground. While 
graphic presentation of data is deemed useful to give an overall 
analysis. These features arc only briefly demonstrated in the 
prototype, thus likely, the reason for the least mean score. 
5.10.2 Critical success factors for a11 imegrated project 111011itori11g system 
As part of the test, the questionnaire includes a section to gather 
opinion from the people on the critical success factors for an 
integrated project monitoring system in government. A scale of 1 
to 5 is given to indicate the degree of importance of each factor. 
The results arc as shown below. 
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Figure 5.10 : Measure 011 rlic imporra11c<' of r111 11111hrC'l/a hodv 
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Figure 5. l l : A!eas11re Oil the importallce of 11sers to t1llderstalld 
i11regrario11 benefits 
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Figure 5. 12 : Mens11re Oil the importullcc of partictpatioll 111 
i111egrmio11 project 
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Figure 5.13 : Measure 0 11 the importance of commitmellls 
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Figure 5. 14 : Measure 0 11 thc importance of <111eflectil•t• 11etll'ork 
i11fras t 111c111 re 
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Figure 5. 15 : Measure of the importance of <111 approprime tool 
As revealed from the rinding. the issue of co11111111111e111 from all 
parties involved in any integration efforts, were un~rnimously 
agreed as the most important issue. as shown in Figure 5. 13. All 
respondents rated this issue as most important. 
econd, comes the question of 1111dcrstamli11g rhc hl'm:firs of the 
integration efTorts to all pnrties. This is shown in Figure 5. 11 . 
Nobody wants to have systems integration if it only benefi ts the 
others. All parties should understand their cu1111 ihution to the 
project as well :IS the benefits the can gnin f1rnn them. 
Thirdly ranked m tenns of mean score, is the setting up of an 
11111hrf!lla ho<~\' to oversee the integration project, as shown in 
Figure 5. 10. It is important that a higher authority body be set up to 
set tem1s, coordinate and steer the project concept. One cannot 
expect a department to change the way they operate, in order to 
have an integrated system. 
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Fourth, as shown in Figure 5.12, is the issue of participation by all 
parties involved, throughout the system design stages and the 
implementation. This factor is deemed important so as to ensure 
requirements of all shall be fulfilled. 
Fiflh and Sixth , only come the need for a suitable roof for data-
capt11re at source (refer Figure 5.15), and the issue of having an 
effective networking infrasrrucwre to help enhance the integration 
efforts (refer Figure 5. 14). 
5. I 0.3 !11dicmors to a s11cces~f11/ integrated system 
To supports the arguments on the rationale of the model, the 
questionnaire includes several indicators to be rated by the testers 
on their relevance, to the issues of systems integration it was 
addressing. Testers arc required. using the scale of I to S. to rank 
the relevance of each indicators. nic fo llowmgs a1c tht.: resu lts of 
the findings. 
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f'igurc 5.16 : Measure 011 the tool co11trih11tio11 towards time/i11ess 
of data 
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Figure 5.17: Measure 011 the tool co11trihutio11 towards dma 
accuracy 
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D _Consistency 
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Figure 5. 18 : Measure Oil the tool colltributioll towards data 
collsistellcy 
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Figure 5. 19 : Measure Oil the tool co111ributioll toll'ards dmn 
availability 
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D _MultiReport 
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Figure 5.20 : Measure 011 the tool co11tribwio11 towards m·oidi11g 
multiple reporti11g 
D_Manpower 
Figure 5.21 : Measure 011 the tool co11fributio11 towards 
manpower 111ilizatio11 
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Figure 5.22 : /\!ensure 011 the tool co11trib11tio11 towards cost 
saving 
Based on mean score of 4. 70. the 1i111eli11css and accuracy of daw 
were ranked highest in tenns of dctcnnining the success or an 
integration project. This is shown in foi gure 5.16 and Figure 5. 17. 
All testers has rnnkcd the timeliness of dnta 0 11 the ranJ.. or either 4 
or 5, on the scale of I to 5 according to the degree or relevance. 
Such finding indicates the benefit tlrnt can he gni ncd through 
systems integration. The accuracy of infonnation th rough such 
system shall definitely be enhanced. as it is caplun:d 111 sou1cc and 
consistent throughout the establishments, for a g1 ven t 1n1e. 
Both indicntors of dma co11siste11cy and reduced 1110111w 11•cr for 
maintaining separate systems, received a mean score of 4.50. This 
is shown in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.2 1 respectively. Data 
consistency ' ill be achieved when updated data is made available 
to participating agencies. So, in this concept of systems integration, 
where data is updated once and then shared, all parties will have 
consistent information to base their decisions on. 
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Data availability, comes next with a score of 4..tO. as shown in 
Figure 5. 19. This fact prevails, as when systems arc integrated, up-
to-date data arc sustained, once they arc entered into the system. 
The reduction in the task of having to report many times on project 
status. is another outcome, in an integrated system. Herc, this fact 
has been rated 4.40, as shown in Figure 5.20, by the personnel who 
participated in the test. The requirement of multip le reporting on 
projects arise when overseeing agencies request for in fonnation 
which arc not made available to them. This, thus, puts a burden on 
implementing agencies to fulfil. So. by making data available over 
an integrated system. these agencies may be allowed access to 
infomrntion directly. 
Last, but not the least in tcnns of the consequence or a success fully 
integrated system will be cost sm·i11g. Trad it ionally. each 
establishlllcnt will have lo bare the cost of nuunta111mg a computer 
system which requires nt:111powcr, sufficient ha rtl\\ a1e to support 
organi1ationnl requirements. suitahk soflw:11 c w support 
:lpplications and of course the basic infrastrnct111 c to mai ntain the 
systclll . When data need 11nt he duplicntcd. :1ppltcal1011 systems 
need not he rebuilt and lll'c'H:cssing power is shared . I he public 
service may he able to reduce the cost nl' manpu" c1 to m.1111t:un 
separate systems, the cost of disk space nL·cdcd fo1 d11plic.1tcd data 
:lnd the cost or h:t\ ing e:\ccssivc processing PO\\ Cl by the 
individual organi1ations. This indicator is rated at 4.20, as shown 
. F. 5 " Ill 1gurc ·--· 
From the abO\'C fi ndings, all indicators listed, scored means above 
4.00. on the scale of 1 to 5, according to the degree of relevance to 
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the issues of systems integration. These indicators support the 
appropriateness of the model in the context of the case study. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
6.1 Systems integration in the Malaysian public sector 
Systems integration in the public sector context of falaysia enjoys the 
support of the Government. Policies on the utilization of IT provides for 
the basis of its growth within the government sector. The introduction of 
the Electronic Government substantiate the need for integration in 
information systems existing among government departments. "''arcncss 
on the benefits of systems integration should be an agenda to he reckoned 
with. and moving towards this concept should be the goul of the Puhli<.: 
• t.!rvice. in order to mt.!t.:I up to the demands of today's challenging world. 
6.2 Systems ink~rntion consitlcrntions 
With the advent in inf'nrmatinn tedmolngy tnduy. the mo' L' 1<m .11d" SI i:-. 
no more n technology issue. ct'' orl 11:d111olog) . open ")stem ~ tumlard s. 
communication protocols. bridges. interfoi.:c t~Hlls, dicnt-.,c1 \ c1 tL·d 111ology 
and the Internet. all prm ide .1 plat fo rm lll\\ .mls intq!hllHHI SI. mm should 
be looked at from the business and mg:mi1:1tirnml :111gh::-.. ln ' ' °' king 
towards I adoption in the public sector. criteria should he set in choosing 
suitable candidates for integration. 
6 2 I Commo11ality of data 
Data on n common subject should be organized 111 an integrated 
en' ironment. Rather than having several agencies in the public 
">cctor collec ting the same data, multiple times. an umkrstanding 
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on which point data should be captured, may save duplicating 
efforts both from the services and the public at large. As an 
example, a citizen's address need not be captured many times by 
the Inland Revenue Department or the Vehicle Licensing 
Department as this infonnation is already available with the 
National Registration Department. 
6.- .2 Dara-shari11g req11ireme11rs 
Data exchanges on related subjects is common among government 
bodies as discovered through the survey (Chapter 3). 
Complementing pieces of infom1ation adds value to data. Where 
data-sharing is beneficial, avenues should be sought to integrate 
systems. Such moves enrich infonnation sources as well as 
streamline needed resources amongst government departments. 
6. 2. 3 Resource sm•mgs 
When data is replicated bet\ een agencies. the use of resources 
such as hardware and the suppo1t1ng solhvan:s arc duplicated too. 
The number of cmployccs required is also 1111tltipl11:d . 111 areas 
where data may he sharcd. the cost saving thm11gh sh:ll'l.:d 1c.·Mn11 ccs 
should he a matter to consider. 
6.- . ./ Quick retrh•\•a/ 
When data is :\\ ailablc within an integrated cnvimnmcnt , 
infonnation rctric\•al will be less of a hassle. Gnthcri11g information 
from diversified resources can be exasperating. The lime needed to 
run around sc\'eral authorities to gather data may deem the 
infom1ation outdated. In many cases data consistency becomes an 
issue when data are collected from different sources al different 
times. 
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6.2.5 Single point data capture 
Data should only be captured once. The same piece of data may be 
accessible without it having to be re-entered elsewhere in the 
public sector. 
6. 2. 6 Security issue 
Only where data security becomes an issue should integration 
efforts be reconsidered. Although levels of security may be 
applied, where security is possibly jeopardiLed. the need for SI has 
10 be reevaluated. 
6.2. 7 Personal priwrcy 
Personal privacy issue has got the attention of many countries. 
Careful considerations should hc.: given dunng the design of an 
integrated system, so as not lo compromise on this issue. 
6.J Lessons acquired 
Through this study, an c~posurc to the state-ul:.thc :11 t in IT in gc11c1 ;ii . and 
1 part icularly in t-. ta la) ·ia. arc acquired. l'his 1rn:lmk cu11 cnl nctwm k 
infrnstrncturcs, hartl\\ arc pl:u fonns. 'arious 01H.:rat ing systc111s, application 
tools. object-oriented technologies, datauast.:s, i11tcr111;t tClo ls. cli t.:nt-scrvcr 
concepts and many others. Leaming from experiences of others through 
literature revie\\ s, let us reflect on how best to exploit technologies to 
fulfil our needs, " ithin our environment. On this account, the researcher 
fe lt it necessary to translate theory into practice. Using available 
technology. work is done to deploy current tools into a case where systems 
integrat ion seems appropriate. Several plat forms were considered. Aller 
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evaluating several infrastructure, a model is developed. that is able to run 
under a client-server environment as well as under an intranct environment 
(i.e. functioning using lntemet technology). 
6.4 Contr ibution of this research 
The survey gives a picture on the need for systems integration within the 
public sector. The amount of data exchanged and the frequency they arc 
done indicate the necessity for SL 
The extent of SI adoption amongst govemment agencies is also renected. 
Although SI is a goal for infonnation systems management in Malaysia, it 
is hardly looked at beyond the boundary of the organin tion. 
Discussions on the case study depicts a picture on some or thc practical 
issues that should be addressed in adopting lO\\ ards ' I. I lu.: proposed 
solution covers the four aspects nfS I that \\as discussed m Ch:tptc1 2. 
The prototype devd opcd, can he a tool to dcmonstralc ht)\\ SI concepts 
can be applied in the l':ISC or Prnjcl'I j\ lnnitrn i11g. ( 0 \Hl\ ll H.' lllg the llSCIS 
through the use of this prototype. may lead tn a hcth.:r u11dc1 stand ing of 
how I can be cffccth d y c\ploi tcd and "hat lu:11clits 111.1\ h1.· .u:qu11 cd 
from th is concept. 
6.S Further researches 
Based on the study. a lot can be done towards research in this subject. 
Some of these works should be fo llowed up as indicated below. 
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6.5.1 On the subject of SI in project monitoring, further research should 
be done on the process of project approval by the EPU, 
management of annual budget by the Treasury and the integrat ion 
of the payment system of the AG. These should provide for a total 
integration in the area of project monitoring in the public sector of 
Malaysia. 
6.5.2 Further research should also go into the database design for this 
integrated environment. The app lication of an object-oriented 
approach on this subject should be encouraged. 
6.5.3 Issues on data securi ty and levels of control may also be a subject 
of study in the integrated system proposed for project monitoring. 
6.5.4 In general it is fe lt that a study may be taken up to look into 
govcmment meta-data. This study serves as a prerequisite 111 
making systems integration a goal for the public sen ice. 
Thank Yo11 
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